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Abstract

Continental flood basalts intruded and erupted millions of km$ˆ3$ of magma over $\sim$ 1-5 Ma. Previous work proposed

the presence of large ($>$ 10$ˆ5$-10$ˆ6$ km$ˆ3$) crustal magma reservoirs to feed these eruptions. However, in Paper I,

we illustrated that this model is inconsistent with observations, by combining eruptive rate constraints with geochemical and

geophysical observations from the Deccan Traps and other CFBs. Here, we use a new mechanical magma reservoir model

to calculate the variation of eruptive fluxes (km$ˆ3$/year) and volumes for different magmatic architectures. We find that a

single magma reservoir cannot explain the eruptive rate and duration constraints for CFBs. Using a 1D thermal model and

characteristic timescales for magma reservoirs, we conclude that CFB eruptions were likely fed by a number of interconnected

small-medium ($\sim$ 10$ˆ2$ - 10$ˆ{3.5}$ km$ˆ3$) magma reservoirs. It is unlikely that each individual magma reservoir

participated in every eruption, thus permitting the occasional formation of large xenocrysts (e.g., megacrystic plagioclase).

This magmatic architecture permits (a) large volume eruptive episodes with 10s to 100s of years duration, and (b) relatively

short time-periods separating eruptive episodes (1000s of years) since multiple mechanisms can trigger eruptions (via magma

recharge or volatile exsolution, as opposed to long term (10$ˆ5$ - 10$ˆ6$ year) accumulation of buoyancy overpressure); (c) lack

of large upper-crustal intrusive bodies in various geophysical datasets. Our new proposed magmatic architecture has significant

implications for the tempo of CFB volatile release (CO$ 2$ and SO$ 2$), potentially helping explain the pre-K-Pg warming

associated with Deccan Traps.
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Abstract15

Continental flood basalts intruded and erupted millions of km3 of magma over ∼ 1-516

Ma. Previous work proposed the presence of large (> 105-106 km3) crustal magma17

reservoirs to feed these eruptions. However, in Paper I, we illustrated that this model18

is inconsistent with observations, by combining eruptive rate constraints with geo-19

chemical and geophysical observations from the Deccan Traps and other CFBs. Here,20

we use a new mechanical magma reservoir model to calculate the variation of eruptive21

fluxes (km3/year) and volumes for different magmatic architectures. We find that a22

single magma reservoir cannot explain the eruptive rate and duration constraints for23

CFBs. Using a 1D thermal model and characteristic timescales for magma reservoirs,24

we conclude that CFB eruptions were likely fed by a number of interconnected small-25

medium (∼ 102 - 103.5 km3) magma reservoirs. It is unlikely that each individual26

magma reservoir participated in every eruption, thus permitting the occasional forma-27

tion of large xenocrysts (e.g., megacrystic plagioclase). This magmatic architecture28

permits (a) large volume eruptive episodes with 10s to 100s of years duration, and (b)29

relatively short time-periods separating eruptive episodes (1000s of years) since mul-30

tiple mechanisms can trigger eruptions (via magma recharge or volatile exsolution, as31

opposed to long term (105 - 106 year) accumulation of buoyancy overpressure), and (c)32

lack of large upper-crustal intrusive bodies in various geophysical datasets. Our new33

proposed magmatic architecture has significant implications for the tempo of CFB34

volatile release (CO2 and SO2), potentially helping explain the pre-K-Pg warming35

associated with Deccan Traps.36

1 Introduction37

Continental flood basalt provinces (CFBs) are some of the largest magmatic38

events in Earth history and their “main eruptive phase” (durations∼ 1 Ma; V. E. Cour-39

tillot & Renne, 2003; Bryan et al., 2010; V. Courtillot & Fluteau, 2014; Ernst & Youbi,40

2017; Svensen et al., 2018) are associated with eruption of millions of km3 of domi-41

nantly pāhoehoe basaltic lava flows over vast areas (e.g., Self et al., 1998; Mahoney42

& Coffin, 1997; Bryan & Ferrari, 2013; Ernst, 2014, and references therein). CFBs43

are critical events in the interaction between the solid Earth and surface environment44

since the volatile emissions from degassing of erupted lavas (as well as intrusives) can45

strongly perturb the ecosystem (Clapham & Renne, 2019; Torsvik, 2020). This rela-46

tionship is illustrated by the frequently temporal correlation of CFBs with significant47

environmental perturbations on a global scale, including major mass extinctions and48

rapid climate change (e.g., Wignall, 2001; Jones et al., 2016; Ernst & Youbi, 2017;49

Clapham & Renne, 2019). Most CFBs are associated with the arrival of a deep mantle50

plume head and consequent high degree of mantle melting at the base of the litho-51

sphere over a spatially extended region (e.g., M. A. Richards et al., 1989; Campbell &52

Griffiths, 1990; Farnetani & Richards, 1994; Ernst, 2014; Ernst et al., 2019).53

Although the overall time-duration of CFBs can extend to 5-15 Ma (V. E. Cour-54

tillot & Renne, 2003; V. Courtillot & Fluteau, 2014; Svensen et al., 2018), typically55

most of the CFB erupted volume is emplaced in the “main-phase” eruptions. As an56

example, more than > 60% of the Deccan Traps volume was erupted in ∼ 800 kyr57

around the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary (M. A. Richards et al., 2015; Schoene et58

al., 2019; Sprain et al., 2019). This CFB main phase is in turn composed of hundreds59

of individual eruptive episodes each representing the eruptive products from a single60

or few dike associated fissures (Self et al., 2014). In the field, each eruptive episode61

comprises a flow-field built up of one or several lava flows (See Thordarson & Self, 1998;62

Self et al., 1998; Jay et al., 2009, for more discussion of the terminology). Analysis63

of typical CFB flow fields, especially in the Columbia River Basalt province, suggest64

that they were emplaced over at least a decade, and likely over multiple centuries65

(Vye-Brown, Self, & Barry, 2013; Fendley et al., 2019). Individual flow fields in CFBs66
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have lava volumes ranging from 103- 104 km3 with individual flows 100s of km long67

(Self et al., 2008; Bryan et al., 2010; Self et al., 2014; Fendley et al., 2020).68

This unique magmatic character of CFBs compared to modern basaltic volcanism69

underscores two fundamental questions: What are the geophysical conditions, with re-70

spect to melt generation and transport, that are required for CFBs ? What is the crustal71

plumbing system of these CFBs that permits large, repeated individual eruptive events?72

This magmatic architecture is related to another key question: why do flood basalts erupt73

persistently in such large eruptive episodes?. In this series of papers, we explore the74

hypothesis that the unique character of “flood” basalt eruptions is a consequence of75

the distinct crustal magmatic architecture. At present, it is unclear how large indi-76

vidual magma bodies are as well as how they organize spatio-temporally to transfer77

melt from a mantle plume source to the surface (Jerram & Widdowson, 2005; Ernst,78

2014; Cruden & Weinberg, 2018; Coetzee & Kisters, 2018; Magee et al., 2018; Magee,79

Ernst, et al., 2019).80

In our first paper (Paper I), we tested the previously proposed large (> 105-106
81

km3) magma reservoir model for CFB magmatic architecture (Karlstrom & Richards,82

2011; Black & Manga, 2017) using eruptive tempo constraints from the Deccan Traps83

as well as other CFBs wherever available. In contrast to model predictions, our anal-84

ysis of geochronological, paleomagnetic, volcanological, and Hg proxy datasets from85

the Deccan Traps found no evidence for long eruptive hiatuses ( ¿ 50 kyr) or evidence86

for very pulsed eruptive history during the Deccan main phase volcanism. In addition,87

we found that stratigraphic geochemical variations in the Deccan Traps (and other88

CFBs) are very difficult to explain with the 2-stage (one at Moho depth, another in89

upper crustal depth) large magma reservoir model. Finally, we found no volcanological90

(Deccan dike swarm spatial pattern) or geophysical (seismic, magnetotelluric, gravity)91

evidence for the a large upper magma body in the Deccan. Given the mismatch be-92

tween the CFB observations and model predictions, we conclude that the large reservoir93

model does not explain observations from Deccan Trap (and many other CFBs). In-94

stead, we posit that the large, spatially distributed, magma flux from a mantle plume95

head (and the consequent thermal input) allows multiple magma bodies to remain96

eruptible. Each of these magma reservoirs undergoes Recharge-Eruption-Assimilation-97

Fractional Crystallization processes and stochastically interconnect to feed large erup-98

tive episodes. Conceptually, this magmatic architecture is a scaled up version of the99

magmatic architecture that has been recently proposed for many ocean island basalts100

and arc volcanoes (e.g., Edmonds et al., 2019, and references therein). We hypothesize101

that during the course of a CFB event, the spatial distribution and interconnectivity102

of magma reservoirs evolves due to increasing mantle melt flux and the development103

of efficient vertical melt pathways in the lithosphere and the lower crust. These tran-104

sitions are the primary reason for the unique nature of flood basalts, especially the105

“main-phase” eruptions.106

In this study, we test this conceptual model with numerical models to assess107

whether this model architecture can indeed quantitatively reproduce the CFB eruptive108

tempo estimates as well as other geochemical and geophysical observations. In Section109

2, we describe a sequence of new models for fissure-style eruptions fed from either a110

single or multiple coupled magma reservoirs, as well as thermal models to assess how111

the crustal properties will evolve over the lifetime of a CFB event. These models allow112

us to predict the erupted fluxes, total erupted volumes (or equivalently the duration of113

eruptions), and frequency of eruptions for different CFB magmatic architectures and114

reservoir sizes. In Section 3 and 4, we describe the results of these models, emphasizing115

their consistency with various observational constraints and inferences regarding the116

required CFB magmatic plumbing system. Finally, in Section 5 and 6, we discuss the117

implications of our model results in terms of a new model for magmatic architecture118
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for CFBs, emphasizing the importance of small multiple connected magma reservoirs119

for feeding the large volume basaltic lava flows.120

2 Magmatic system Model121

The three primary “quantitative” physical constraints with regards to CFB erup-122

tive episodes are : a) the eruptive volume fluxes (km3/year, Section 3.4 and 3.5 Paper123

I), b) the total erupted volumes of each flow unit (or equivalently the typical duration124

of each eruptive event, Section 3.4 and 3.5 Paper I), and c) the frequency of eruptive125

intervals (Section 3.2-3.5 Paper I). In order to assess how these parameters vary as126

a function of reservoir geometry and crustal properties for a single reservoir, as well127

as a set of connected reservoirs, we use a set of two model frameworks. Firstly, we128

use a volume-averaged visco-elastic mechanical model for an ellipsoidal magma reser-129

voir coupled to a dike-shaped erodible conduit to calculate eruption rates and duration130

(Section 2.1). We then use idealized 1D thermal models with time-varying plume asso-131

ciated melt influx. In combination with characteristic timescales for magma reservoir132

evolution (Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019), these model results133

allow us to assess how evolving crustal visco-elastic properties affect the likelihood of134

crustal magma accumulation vs. surface eruption.135

2.1 Definition of Magma Reservoir136

Consistent with our description in Paper I as well as a wide range of magmatic137

system modeling work (Black & Manga, 2017; Degruyter & Huber, 2014, e.g.,), we138

use “magma reservoir” to refer to a well-mixed magma body with a volume-averaged139

temperature, melt and volatile composition. We readily acknowledge that this real140

magma bodies, especially with mush zones, may not be compositionally well mixed141

(see Marsh (2013)). Still, this commonly used approximation makes the modelling142

mathematically much more tractable. With this terminology, we will interpret a single143

very large magma chamber with spatial variations in thermal, chemical, and rheological144

properties as being multiple magma reservoirs with a high degree of inter-connectivity.145

2.2 Magma Reservoir Model146

2.2.1 Model Setup and assumptions147

We start with a magma reservoir of a chosen geometry emplaced within a visco-148

elastic crustal half-space. We assume that the reservoir has reached the critical over-149

pressure (∆P ∼ 20-40 MPa, Rubin, 1995; Caricchi et al., 2014; Degruyter & Huber,150

2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019) for crustal tensile failure and has just been connected151

to the surface through a dike-shaped conduit (See Fig.7). With this initial condition,152

we use a mechanical model (described in subsequent sections) to calculate the sur-153

face eruption rate and the total erupted volume before the dike closes due to magma154

solidification. Additionally, we allow for the scenario that the magma reservoir is con-155

nected to additional crustal reservoirs through conductive magma pathways (Figure156

1). For these calculations, we are agnostic about both how long it took to assemble the157

magma body and if the ∆P was achieved through recharge, buoyancy overpressure,158

or volatile over-pressurization (e.g., Degruyter & Huber, 2014). Additionally, we do159

not use a full thermo-mechanical box model for the magma reservoir evolution (e.g.,160

Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019) since the cooling timescale for161

even a 1 km radius magma reservoir (L2/κthermal ∼ 30, 000 years, thermal diffusivity162

κthermal ∼ 10−6 m2/s, Karlstrom et al. (2017)) takes much longer than the time dura-163

tion of individual CFB eruptive episodes (100s to few 1000s of years, Section 3.4, 3.5,164

Paper I).165
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Figure 1: Schematic of the the magma reservoir model (Section 2.1). The primary
magma reservoir is connected to the surface through a dike-shaped conduit and it can
also be connected to one or multiple secondary reservoirs at depth.

The primary components of our magma reservoir model are a) compressible ellip-166

soidal magma reservoir with influx from another reservoir, b) visco-elastic crust, and c)167

erodible dike-shaped conduit feeding surface eruption. Initially, the overpressure and168

buoyancy of the melt-crystal-magmatic volatile (MVP, CO2 and H2O) magma mixture169

drives surface eruption through the dike. With mass flux out of the reservoir, the over-170

pressure in the magma reservoir progressively decreases, leading to a reduced eruption171

rate. The rate of overpressure change is modulated by the visco-elastic response of172

the surrounding crust as well as magma influx from other reservoirs. Eventually, the173

magma overpressure and buoyancy are insufficient to drive fast enough magma flow174

rate through the dike to prevent solidification. Throughout the eruptive period, we175

allow the dike width to increase at a rate proportional to the shear traction on the176

dike walls to approximate the process of thermal and mechanical erosion and plastic177

deformation (following Piombo et al., 2016). This additional process approximates178

the rapid initial increase and subsequent slow decay in discharge rates that has been179

documented for many basaltic fissure eruptions, such as Stromboli (Italy), Holhuraun180

(Iceland), Piton de la Fournaise (La Réunion), Kilauea (Hawaii) (e.g., Wadge, 1981;181

Hon et al., 1994; Pedersen et al., 2017; Harris et al., 2007; Calvari, 2019, and references182

therein).183

For mathematical simplicity, we make several simplifying assumptions in our184

model. Firstly, we do not have the initial diking phase in our model calculations. Even185

if a magma reservoir reaches critical overpressure, the consequent dike may not always186

reach the surface to feed eruptions. Secondly, our dike-shaped conduit model does not187

include the multi-physics processes in the conduit, especially the rheological changes188

associated with vapor exsolution, crystallization, and bubble growth in ascending melts189

(e.g., H. Gonnermann & Manga, 2012; H. M. Gonnermann, 2015; Cassidy et al., 2018;190
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A. Aravena, Cioni, de’ Michieli Vitturi, et al., 2018). Additionally, we do include191

a very parameterized form of melt transport into the magma reservoir from other192

reservoirs. Thirdly, we do not model any potential migration of active fissures along a193

dike during an eruption (See Section 5.1, Paper I for CFB observations). For instance,194

the ten dike-fed fissures in the Laki 1783 eruption opened in sequence, with each195

individual dike segment only active for a short time (days - months, Thordarson &196

Self, 1993). A similar, well-characterized recent analog of this process is the Kilauea197

2018 eruption (C. A. Neal et al., 2019) wherein the feeder dike kept propagating during198

the early phases of the eruption with multiple active vents. Finally, we do not allow199

changes in crystal, melt, and volatile-gas volume fractions in the magma reservoir due200

to magma mixing, preferential loss of vapor phase during an eruption, or fractional201

crystallization. We do allow changes in the MVP volume fraction and magma mixture202

density in the magma reservoir due to pressure-dependent CO2- H2O solubility and203

vapor phase density.204

Although the physical processes mentioned above are important for understand-205

ing the full dynamics of CFB eruptions, our interest in this study is to obtain first-order206

estimates of eruption rates and duration (within a factor of 2 at best). Our constraints207

for CFB eruption are not sufficiently precise to warrant a more complicated model with208

additional unconstrained model parameters. Furthermore, the physical mechanisms209

associated with vent localization as well as fissure transition during a basaltic fissure210

eruption are not well understood even for modern basaltic eruptions. We anticipate211

that the unmodeled processes will principally introduce additional short timescale vari-212

ability to the eruption rate (e.g., Patrick et al., 2019) but will not qualitatively change213

our conclusions (A. Aravena, Cioni, de’ Michieli Vitturi, et al., 2018). We would also214

note that for magma reservoirs having a volume of at least ∼ 10 km3 (much smaller215

than what we consider in our calculations), dikes can reach the surface even from ∼216

10 km depths (Townsend & Huber, 2020a). Thus, although our model is simplified217

vis-a-vis a real flood basalt eruption, a more complex model is beyond the scope of218

this present study. We can also perform a much larger parameter space exploration219

with our model compared to a full multi-physics conduit model.220

In the subsequent sections, we first describe the basic model framework followed221

by analytical solutions for spherical and ellipsoidal magma reservoirs under simplifi-222

cations. We then add additional complexity to develop the full numerical ODE model223

for a single magma reservoir and subsequently multiple coupled magma reservoirs.224

2.2.2 Conservation Equations225

Since the mass of the magma reservoir Mres = ρresV , the chamber averaged226

mass conversation equation for the magma reservoir is :227

dMres

dt
= V

dρres
dt

+ ρres
dV

dt
(1)

where Mres, ρres, and V are respectively the mass, density, and volume of the mag-228

matic reservoir. P is the over-pressure in the magma reservoir with respect to a229

lithostatic pressure at the same depth. Using the combined compressibility of the230

magmatic mixture (crystal + magmatic volatiles + magma) in the reservoir (βres),231

we can write an equation for the change in density of the magmatic mixture in the232

reservoir :233

dρres
dt

= ρresβres
dP

dt
(2)

Analogously, we can use the following equation for dV
dt :234

dV

dt
= V βcr

dP

dt
+ V

P

ηcr
(3)
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Here, βcr is the elastic compressibility and ηcr is the viscosity of the surrounding235

crust. We have added an extra term for the change in reservoir volume (V P/ηcr)236

to provide a first order approximation for the crustal response, akin to many other237

lumped parameter magma chamber models (e.g., Degruyter & Huber, 2014). For a238

spherical magma chamber, βcr = 3
4Kcr

where Kcr is the effective elastic modulus of239

the crust (K. Anderson & Segall, 2011; Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Rivalta & Segall,240

2008; Rivalta, 2010).241

Using these relationships, we can re-write the mass conservation equation :242

=⇒ dMres

dt
= ρresV βres

dP

dt
+ ρres

[
V βcr

dP

dt
+ V

P

ηcr

]
(4)

=⇒ dMres

dt
= ρresV

[
βres + βcr

]dP
dt

+ ρresV
P

ηcr
(5)

.243

We assume an ellipsoidal shape for the magma reservoir with semi-major ac = cc244

and semi-minor axis bc and hence eccentricity e = (1/ac)
√
a2
c + b2c . An ellipsoidal245

geometry enables us to model large spatially extensive magma chambers wherein the246

ac > bc. The volume and surface area of the oblate ellipsoid is Weisstein (2003):247

V =
4π

3
a2
cbc (6)

Sres = 2πa2
c + π

b2c
e
ln
(1 + e

1− e

)
(7)

As magma is drained from the reservoir, the volume of the reservoir, and hence its248

dimensions will evolve with time. For mathematical simplicity, we assume that the249

aspect ratio of the magma reservoir (Ores = bc/ac) will remain constant. Although250

in practice, this assumption will likely not exactly hold, we expect that to first order251

this is reasonable for moderate aspect ratios given the expectation for the end-member252

case of a sphere wherein the magma reservoir will shrink/expand symmetrically. The253

consequent time evolution of the reservoir volume is :254

dV

dt
= 4Oresπa

2
c

dac
dt

(8)

Substituting the definition of
dV

dt
in Eqn 3,we have : (9)

4Oresπa
2
c

dac
dt

=
4Oresπ

3
a3
c

[
βcr

dP

dt
+

P

ηcr

]
(10)

=⇒ dac
dt

=
ac
3

[
βcr

dP

dt
+

P

ηcr

]
(11)

Since the mass of the reservoir can only be changed by fluxes into and out of the255

reservoir, the mass conservation eqn will be :256

dMres

dt
= Rin −Rout (12)

whereRin and Rout represent flux into and out of the magma reservoir.257

The mass flux into the magma reservoir (Rin) is modeled as follows, similar to258

the analysis in Segall (2016); K. Anderson and Segall (2011) :259

dMin,res

dt
= Ω(t)(P∞ − P +B1

2)n (13)

where Ω(t) is a time dependent conductivity (with units of Kg/Pa s) between the260

two magma reservoirs 1 & 2 and P∞ is the over-pressure in the secondary magma261
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reservoir w.r.t to its local lithostatic pressure. B1
2 is the buoyancy overpressure due to262

the magma buoyancy between the two chambers if they are at different depths. B1
2 is263

defined as :264

B1
2 = (ρc,2 − ρres,2)gdres,2 − (ρc,1 − ρres,1)gdres,1 (14)

where dres,1, ρres,1 and dres,2, ρres,2 are respectively the depths and mixture densities265

of reservoirs 1 & 2. This term is added to ensure that when the two magma reservoirs266

reach a magmastatic pressure condition, there is no mass flux between them. This267

implies that P∞mgst = −(ρc,2 − ρres,2)gdres,2, Pmgst = −(ρc,1 − ρres,1)gdres,1, and268

P∞mgst − Pmgst + B1
2 = 0. If (P∞ − P + B1

2) > 0 , there is a magma flux into the269

primary magma reservoir from the secondary reservoir and vice-versa. We readily270

acknowledge that this is a significant simplification of the physical processes of diking271

and other processes through which melt is transferred between different magmatic272

reservoirs. In addition, the value of n can be greater than unity for non-linear magma273

rheology as discussed in Segall (2019). However, this introduces additional, fairly274

unconstrained free parameters into the model. Consequently, we choose to set n = 1275

with an exploration of non-linear rheological analysis beyond the scope of the present276

study. We parameterize the time-dependent conductivity as :277

Ω(t) = Ω0

(
1− e−t/tcond

)
(15)

where tcond is the conductivity timescale and Ω0 is the conductivity amplitude. We278

readily acknowledge that in reality, the connectivity between individual magma bodies279

is more complicated and can include anastomosing fault zones, vein networks, dikes,280

and segmented bridges as illustrated by various field examples (Pollard et al., 1975;281

Schofield et al., 2012; Magee, Muirhead, et al., 2016; Magee, O’Driscoll, et al., 2016;282

Schofield et al., 2017; Magee, Muirhead, et al., 2019; Galland et al., 2019, and ref-283

erences therein). However, these physical processes are very challenging to model284

accurately even in a simple system. Thus, we have chosen a simplified, but commonly285

used form for melt conductivity between magma reservoirs.286

The magma flux out of the magma reservoir is modeled as a dike shaped conduit287

with semi-major axis a and semi-minor axis b (b << a). The volume flux out from the288

magma reservoir is :289

Qout,res =
π

4

[P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres
dres

] 1

ηres

a3b3

a2 + b2
(16)

and consequently the mass flux out is :
dMout,res

dt
= −ρresQout,res(t) (17)

where ηres is the viscosity of the magma mixture erupting at the surface, g is the290

acceleration due to gravity, and ρc is the crustal density at the depth of the magma291

reservoir.292

Combining Equations 17, 13, and 5, we have the following mass conservation293

equation with influx and outflux:294

ρresV
[
βres + βcr

]dP
dt

+ ρresV
P

ηcr
(18)

= −ρres
π

4

[P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres
dres

] 1

ηres

a3b3

a2 + b2
+ Ω(t)(P∞ − P +B1

2)

where
dP

dt
= − P

ηcr(βres + βcr)
− π

4V

[P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres
dres

] 1

ηres(βres + βcr)

a3b3

a2 + b2
+ (19)

Ω(t)(P∞ − P +B1
2)

1

ρresV (βres + βcr)

We define a non-dimensional compressibility β̃s = (βres + βcr)/βsph where the net295

compressibility is scaled with the value for a spherical crustal reservoir ( βsph = 3
4Kcr

).296
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Substituting this into the equation set above, we get :297

dP

dt
= −4KcrP

3ηcrβ̃s
− Kcr

4dresηres

[P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres
β̃sa2

cbc

] a3b3

a2 + b2
+ (20)

Ω(t)(P∞ − P +B1
2)

Kcr

πa2
cbcβ̃sρres

The typical timescales in this pressure evolution equation are (assuming a >> b):298

tMaxwell =
ηcrβ̃s
Kcr

(21)

tflux =
4dresa

2
cbc

ab3
ηresβ̃s
Kcr

(22)

trepres =
πa2

cbcβ̃sρres
ΩKcr

(23)

Here tMaxwell is the viscous stress relaxation timescale, trepres is the timescale to re-299

pressurize the magma reservoir by recharge, and tflux is the timescale to relax the300

magma overpressure by dike-fed eruptions.301

Following the model presented in Piombo et al. (2016) to explain the observed302

transient increase in volume flux in dike fed basaltic eruptions, we allow the dike semi-303

minor axis to evolve over time due to mechanical erosion (according to Dragoni &304

Santini, 2007). The erosion rate is assumed to be proportional to the shear traction305

on the conduit walls :306

τ ∼ ηresQ

(πab)b
(24)

=⇒ τ ∼
[P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres

dres

]
b (25)

.307

The wall of the conduit maintains an elliptical shape despite erosion. We keep308

the semi-major axis (a) constant with time since a >> b and it is much easier for309

dikes to accommodate increased flux by elastic deformation of the semi-major axis b310

(Dragoni & Tallarico, 2018). Hence, we have the following time evolution equation for311

b :312

db

dt
=

k

dres

[
P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres

] a2b

a2 + b2
(26)

db

dt
≈ k

dres

[
P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres

]
b (27)

where k is the erosion rate per unit traction (m/Pa-s). A. Aravena, Cioni, de’313

Michieli Vitturi, et al. (2018) show that to first order, the results of this model are314

consistent with the more complex conduit model with elastic deformation, depth de-315

pendent viscosity, and multi-phase processes. The permanent plastic deformation of316

the conduit (represented by the erosion term) is much larger than conduit shape vari-317

ation by elastic deformation except at the very end of the eruption (See Fig. S6318

A. Aravena, Cioni, de’ Michieli Vitturi, et al., 2018).319

2.2.3 Spherical Magma Chamber320

First, we consider a visco-elastic mechanical model for a spherical chamber mod-321

ified from Segall (2016). The primary feature of this model is the inclusion of a visco-322

elastic shell with an outer radius of R2 surrounding the magma chamber of radius R1.323

Additionally, we include a melt flux into the magma chamber as well a melt flux out324
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due to a dike fed surface eruption. Since the magma reservoir geometry is spherical,325

ac = bc = R1. The new mass conservation equation is :326

dMres

dt
= V

dρres
dt

+ ρres
dV

dt
(28)

=⇒ dMres

dt
= ρresV βres

dP

dt
+ ρres

[
4πR2

1

dur
dt

(r = R1) + V
P

ηcr,fr

]
(29)

where ur(r = R1) is the radial displacement at the edge of the magma reservoir and327

ηcr,fr is the viscosity of the far-field crust. The first term for the volume displacement328

is due to the deformation of the visco-elastic shell embedded in an elastic medium,329

whereas the other term represents deformation back to lithostatic pressure from far330

field longer duration viscous relaxation. Combining with the mass flux terms into and331

out of the primary chamber, we get :332

−ρres
π

4

[P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres
dres

] 1

ηres

a3b3

a2 + b2
+ Ω(t)(P∞ − P +B1

2) (30)

= ρresV βres
dP

dt
+ ρres

[
4πR2

1

dur
dt

(r = R1) + V
P

ηcr,fr

]
For notational convenience, we define a few additional variables as follows :333

B1 = (ρc − ρres)gdres (31)

Q1 = ρres
π

4dres

1

ηres

a3b3

a2 + b2
(32)

Qrl =
V

ηcr,fr
(33)

Consequently, we can re-write the mass conservation equation as :334

− Q1

ρres
(P +B1) +

Ω

ρres
(P∞ − P +B1

2)−QrlP = V βres
dP

dt
+ 4πR2

1

dur
dt

(r = R1) (34)

We can analytically solve this equation set assuming that the terms such as b, ρres, Ω,335

and P∞are not functions of time. Consequently, we can use the Laplace transform to336

solve the linear equation set. We refer to the reader to the Appendix in Segall (2016)337

for the full description of the mathematical details and only describe the solution steps338

here that differ from their analysis. Firstly, the Laplace transformed mass conservation339

equation is (with the Laplace transform form of P(t) being P̂ (s)):340

−Q1(P̂ +
B1

s
) + Ω(

P∞

s
− P̂ +

B1
2

s
)−QrlρresP̂ (35)

= ρresV βres(sP̂ − P+
0 ) + ρresV βcr

[
sP̂
(s+ (α+ 1)t−1

R

s+ t−1
R

)
− P+

0

]
with : α =

3(1− ν)

(1 + ν)

[(R2

R1

)3

− 1
]

(36)

tR =
[3ηcr,1(1− ν)

Kcr(1 + ν)

](R2

R1

)3

(37)

where we have used the solution from Dragoni and Magnanensi (1989) for a spherical341

magma chamber surrounded by a Maxwell viscoelastic shell in a full space (See Ap-342

pendix of Segall (2016) for details). Here ηcr,1 is the viscosity in the visco-elastic shell343

between radius R1 and R2 and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. Due to the presence of a finite344

thickness visco-elastic shell, one of the viscous relaxation timescales in this model setup345

is tR (Dragoni & Magnanensi, 1989). P+
0 is the initial value of overpressure at t=0.346

Substituting the expression for trepres with ac = bc = R1, and defining the timescale347

τrl = trepres(ac = bc = R1), we get :348

−P̂L1 +
1

s
L2 = τrl

(
sP̂ − P+

0 + βsP̂
αt−1
R

s+ t−1
R

)
(38)
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with : β =
βcr

βcr + βres
(39)

L1 =
Q1 + Ω +Qrlρres

Ω
(40)

L2 =
−Q1B1 + Ω(P∞ +B1

2))

Ω
(41)

τrl =
[πR3

1β̃sρres
ΩKcr

]
(42)

We can re-arrange the equation to get :349

P̂ =
(L2 + sτrlP

+
0 )(s+ t−1

R )

s[βsτrlαt
−1
R + (s+ t−1

R )(sτrl + L1)]
(43)

The time domain solution of the over-pressure evolution P(t) is :350

P (t) =
L2t
−1
R

τrls1s2
+

(L2 + s1τrlP
+
0 )(s1 + t−1

R )

s1τrl(s1 − s2)
es1t +

(L2 + s2τrlP
+
0 )(s2 + t−1

R )

s2τrl(s2 − s1)
es2t (44)

where : s1 =
−1

2

(
t−1
R (1 + βα) +

L1

τrl

)
+

1

2

√
[t−1
R (1 + βα) +

L1

τrl
]2 − 4

L1t
−1
R

τrl
(45)

s2 =
−1

2

(
t−1
R (1 + βα) +

L1

τrl

)
− 1

2

√
[t−1
R (1 + βα) +

L1

τrl
]2 − 4

L1t
−1
R

τrl
(46)

In the limit of no recharge (i.e τrl− > ∞) and no flux out of the magma chamber351

(Q1 = 0), we get :352

P (t) =
P+

0

1 + βα
(1 + βα exp[−t−1

R (1 + βα)t] (47)

(48)

with a characteristic timescale of tR,relax compress = tR/(1 + βα) with eventually353

P (t)lim t−>∞ = P+
0 /(1 + βα).354

Using the analytical solution, we can also calculate the crustal stress field sur-355

rounding the magma chamber. The hoop stress term is defined as follows for regions356

1 (visco-elastic shell) and region 2 (elastic region) :357

σ
(1)
θθ (r, t) = −

L2t
−1
R

τrls1s2
+

(L2 + s1τrlP
+
0 )

s1τrl(s1 − s2)

(s1R
3
1

2r3
− t−1

R

)
es1t + (49)

(L2 + s2τrlP
+
0 )

s2τrl(s2 − s1)

(s2R
3
1

2r3
− t−1

R

)
es2t

σ
(2)
θθ (r, t) =

L2t
−1
R

τrls1s2

(R2

2r

)3

+
(R3

1

2r3

)[ (L2 + s1τrlP
+
0 )

s1τrl(s1 − s2)

(
s1 + t−1

R

(R2

R1

)3)
es1t + (50)

(L2 + s2τrlP
+
0 )

s2τrl(s2 − s1)

(
s2 + t−1

R

(R2

R1

)3)
es2t

]
Here, positive values represent tension while negative values imply compression.358

2.2.4 Ellipsoidal Magma Chamber359

Although the spherical magma chamber model provides a nice theoretical frame-360

work to analyze the coupled interaction of magma recharge, dike-fed eruption, and361

crustal visco-elastic deformation, there are some significant limitations of the model362

making it difficult to quantitatively use for flood basalt eruptions. In particular, the363

choice of spherical geometry is a very strong limitation with the maximum volume of364

magma chambers of order 550 km3 (for a 5 km Radius chamber) which is significantly365
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smaller than typical flood basalt eruptive volumes of 2000 - 10,000 km3. In addition,366

the conductivity between the magma reservoirs 1 & 2, semi-major and semi-minor367

axis (ac and bc), and dike semi-minor axis (b) are fixed in order to use the Laplace368

transform method for the analytical solution. The latter is especially critical since an369

evolution of b is one potential mechanism to explain the observed time-evolution of370

volume fluxes from basaltic eruptions (Piombo et al., 2016; Calvari, 2019).371

We hence modify and extend the eruption model presented in (Piombo et al.,372

2016). The conservation equations are :373

dP

dt
= −4KcrP

3ηcrβ̃s
− Kcr

4dresηres

[P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres
β̃sa2

cbc

] a3b3

a2 + b2
+ (51)

Ω(t)(P∞ − P +B1
2)

Kcr

πa2
cbcβ̃sρres

db

dt
≈ k

dres

[
P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres

]
b (52)

dac
dt

=
ac
3

[
βcr

dP

dt
+

P

ηcr

]
(53)

dρres
dt

= ρresβres
dP

dt
(54)

We first consider an elastic end-member model wherein we set influx equal to374

zero and ignore crustal viscous stress relaxation as well as changes in ac and ρres. We375

hence have a coupled non-linear ODE system :376

dP

dt
= − Kcr

4dresηres

[P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres
β̃sa2

cbc

]
(ab3) (55)

db

dt
≈ k

dres

[
P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres

]
b (56)

The solution of this coupled ODE equation set is :377

P (t) = C1 −W3[B1 + C1]eW1
1

W3eW1 + 1
(57)

b3(t) =
3W2e

W1

W3eW1 + 1
(B1 + C1) (58)

with : W1 = 3W2(B1 + C1)(t− 3C2) (59)

W2 =
k

dres
(60)

W3 =
1

tfluxb30
(61)

Here C1 and C2 are the integration constants. Using the initial conditions for P and378

b at t = 0 :379

P (t = 0) = P+
0 (62)

b(t = 0) = b0 (63)

we get the following solution :380

b(t) =
[
e(αel+1)t/tflux

αel + 1

e(αel+1)t/tflux + αel

]1/3
b0 (64)

P (t) =
(αel + 1)(P+

0 +B1)

e(αel+1)t/tflux + αel
(65)

αel = 12(P+
0 +B1)

ηresk

Kcrab30
β̂sa

2
cbc (66)

tflux =
4dresa

2
cbc

ab30

ηresβ̃s
Kcr

(67)
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Additionally, the volume flow rate is given by :381

Q(t) = Q0(1 + αel)
2 e(αel+1)t/tflux[
e(αel+1)t/tflux + αel

]2 (68)

with : Q0 = ab30
π

4ηresdres
(P+

0 +B1) (69)

and peak flux (Qmax) and peak flux time (tmax) being :382

Qmax =
Q0

4

(1 + αel)
2

αel
(70)

tmax =
tflux

1 + αel
log(αel) (71)

For large magma chambers (ac, bc > 1km), the value of αel is much larger than 1.383

Hence, we can simplify the Qmax relationship as follows :384

Qmax ≈
Q0

4
αel (72)

=⇒ Qmax ≈ 3π(P+
0 +B1)2 kβ̂s

Kcrdres
a2
cbc (73)

(74)

Interestingly, this relationship is independent of the initial shape of the dike as well as385

magma mixture viscosity. Using typical values for Kcr ∼ 1010 Pa, βs ∼ 5, k∼ 10−10
386

m/Pa-s, P+
0 ∼ 20MPa, ∆ρ ∼ 300km/m3, and a depth of 5 km (See discussion of387

parameter values in Section 2.3), the constraint on the magma reservoir geometry can388

be expressed as :389

a2
cbc ≈ 27.5(

Qmax
100km3/yr

)km3 (75)

Thus, a typical magma reservoir semi-major axis for an individual flood basalt390

eruption required to match the observed eruptive volume fluxes is ∼ 5km for391

an aspect ratio bc/ac ∼ 0.2.392

We next include a time-dependent flux from a secondary reservoir as well as393

viscous relaxation by numerically solving the coupled ODE system for the two (or394

more) reservoirs. In order to include the effect of a low-viscosity (ηcr,shell) visco-395

elastic shell in our analysis, we have included an additional faster viscous relaxation396

term from a visco-elastic shell surrounding the magma reservoirs analogous to the far397

field pressure relaxation term. The effective viscosities of the shell for magma reservoirs398

1 & 2 are η̃cr,shell,1 and η̃cr,shell,2 respectively. These viscosities have been defined in399

order to provide an analog of the characteristic timescale for stress relaxation in the400

no recharge limit tR,relax compress- tR/(1 + βα) (Segall, 2016, See results in previous401

section). The final set of equations are as follows :402

dP

dt
= − 4KcrP

3ηcr,1β̃s,1
− Kcr

4dres,1ηres,1

[P (t) + (ρc − ρres,1)gdres,1

β̃s,1a2
c,1bc,1

] a3b3

a2 + b2
+ (76)

Ω(t)(P∞ − P +B1
2)

Kcr

πa2
c,1bc,1β̃s,1ρres,1

− 4KcrP

3η̃cr,shell,1β̃s,1
dP∞

dt
= − 4KcrP

∞

3ηcr,2β̃s,2
− Ω(t)(P∞ − P +B1

2)
Kcr

πa2
c,2bc,2β̃s,2ρres,2

− 4KcrP
∞

3η̃cr,shell,2β̃s,2
(77)

db

dt
≈ k

dres,1

[
P (t) + (ρc − ρres,1)gdres,1

]
b (78)

dac,1
dt

=
ac,1
3

[
βcr,1

dP

dt
+

P

ηcr,1
+

P

η̃cr,shell,1

]
(79)
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dac,2
dt

=
ac,2
3

[
βcr,2

dP∞

dt
+
P∞

ηcr,2
+

P∞

η̃cr,shell,2

]
(80)

dρres,1
dt

= ρres,1βres,1
dP

dt
(81)

dρres,2
dt

= ρres,2βres,2
dP∞

dt
(82)

η̃cr,shell,1 = ηcr,shell,1

[3(1− ν)

(1 + ν)

] 1

1 + β1α1

(ac,out,1
ac,1

)3

(83)

η̃cr,shell,2 = ηcr,shell,2

[3(1− ν)

(1 + ν)

] 1

1 + β2α2

(ac,out,2
ac,2

)3

(84)

α1 =
3(1− ν)

(1 + ν)

[(ac,out,1
ac,1

)3

− 1
]

(85)

α2 =
3(1− ν)

(1 + ν)

[(ac,out,2
ac,2

)3

− 1
]

(86)

β1 =
βcr,1

βcr,1 + βres,1
(87)

β2 =
βcr,2

βcr,2 + βres,2
(88)

Here, ac,out,1 and ac,out,2 are the semi-major axis of the crustal viscous shell. We403

readily acknowledge that this additional term only qualitatively captures the behavior404

of the system in an ellipsoidal geometry, the spatial pattern of stress relaxation and405

timescale will not be exactly the same, especially near the free surface (Karlstrom &406

Richards, 2011). Additionally, as illustrated in the no-recharge limit for the visco-407

elastic shell model, the maximum relaxation of the over-pressure from the viscous408

relaxation is P (t)lim t−>∞ = P+
0 /(1 + βα) as opposed to the formalism here. Never-409

theless, the addition of this term allows us to first order capture a short term response410

of the system. An eruption will stop when the advective heat flux through the dike411

is insufficient to keep it open. Thus, we terminate the calculation when the Peclet412

number (the ratio of timescales for diffusive to advective heat transport) reduces to413

less than unity. Mathematically, this implies that Pe = (b2/κ)/(dres/vdike) < 1 where414

κ is the thermal diffusivity and vdike is the magma flow rate in the dike. Finally,415

analogous to the REAFC model above, the rate of change of the elemental mass mch416

of a magma reservoir is :417

dmch = dMeCch + dMreCre (89)

Here, Cch is the element’s concentration in the magma reservoir and Cre is the ele-418

ment’s concentration in the magma recharge. dMe (negative) and dMre (positive) are419

the mass changes due to eruption and recharge from other magma reservoirs, respec-420

tively.421

2.3 1D thermal model422

2.3.1 Model setup and assumptions423

We use a 1-D thermal diffusion model to calculate the time-evolving background424

crustal temperature structure due to the emplacement of vertical dike-shaped crustal425

magma bodies following Karlstrom et al. (2017) (note that given the 1D model hori-426

zontal sills will be just a single point). The melt is emplaced over a stochastic range427

of depths with the total heat input dependent on the specified melt flux rate at the428

base of the crust. Over time, the increasing crustal temperature leads to a reduction429

in crustal viscosity and permeability as well as slower cooling of magma bodies. Us-430

ing the framework of a thermo-chemical magma reservoir box model and associated431

timescales (Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019), we assess how these432

changes impact the likelihood of different size magma bodies to accumulate melt or433

erupt to the surface. In addition, the timescales help illustrate the dominant mecha-434
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nism for the build-up of the critical overpressure for the reservoirs that may erupt. We435

also systematically assess how this likelihood changes as a function of crustal depth.436

Given our 1D model, we cannot directly include a number of important physical437

processes such as 3D viscous deformation around magma bodies, emplacement, and438

growth of laterally extensive magma bodies, and the role of pre-existing crustal struc-439

ture and heterogeneity (Karakas & Dufek, 2015; Karakas et al., 2017; Colón et al.,440

2019). Following Karlstrom et al. (2017), our 1D thermal model does not include an441

explicit melt component in the crust with individual dikes instantaneously transfering442

their heat content into the crust upon emplacement. Finally, we do not explicitly443

model the thermo-chemical evolution of the magma reservoir and the corresponding444

changes in the melt, crystal, and volatile content, as well as crustal assimilation and445

the associated release of volatiles (e.g., Black & Manga, 2017; Beinlich et al., 2020).446

Although the inclusion of these processes is essential for a full magmatic system model447

(e.g., Black & Manga, 2017), it would introduce additional, not well constrained, model448

parameters, choices about magmatic architecture, as well as significant numerical com-449

plexity. Since our primary focus in this analysis is calculating how the crustal thermal450

structure evolves over time, we contend that our 1D model framework provides a451

reasonable first-order estimate. Furthermore, our model framework permits a broad452

parameter space exploration. Thus, despite simplifications, the 1D thermal model cou-453

pled with magmatic timescale (Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019)454

helps constrain the conditions required for frequent magma eruptions and the crustal455

location of the corresponding magma bodies.456

2.3.2 Magmatic timescales457

We calculate crustal thermal evolution using a 1D finite difference method (Langtangen458

& Linge, 2017) allowing a depth dependent thermal conductivity profile with contin-459

uous dike intrusions in a specified depth range (Lrngdike). The crustal thermal profile460

evolves from a steady state geotherm to an elevated temperature due to the addi-461

tional heat input from dikes. We follow Karlstrom et al. (2017) for the model setup462

and parameters and refer the reader to their paper for details and model justifica-463

tions. Following Roland et al. (2010); Cao et al. (2019), we implement the effect of464

hydrothermal cooling in the upper crust (top 8 km) by modifying the thermal conduc-465

tivity based on a Nusselt number (See the respective papers for details). Given the466

significant thermal input associated with a CFB, we choose Nu = 8 for all our calcula-467

tions. The primary variables for the 1D model are the input melt volume flux and the468

time-period (Tperiod) of the sinusoidal variation in the volume flux, with the volume469

flux defined as Qmelt(t) = Q0π sin(2π t/Tperiod). We can define two characteristic470

non-dimensional numbers for this system471

DeMaxwell = tcMaxwell/t
c
fill (90)

Trcr = Tperiod/t
c
diff,intr = Tperiod/[(L

rng
dike)

2/κcr] (91)

(92)

Here Trcr quantifies the variability in melt supply to the crust by scaling it with a472

thermal diffusion time for the vertical length-scale Lrngdike over which volume flux Q0 is473

uniformly distributed (Karlstrom et al., 2017). On a crustal scale if DeMaxwell > 1, the474

magma reservoir can erupt before the stresses viscously relax, whereas DeMaxwell < 1475

implies a regime where magma accumulation is favored (Karlstrom et al., 2017). If476

Trcr is much greater than one, i.e., the magma supply varies significantly with time,477

the thermal cooling between successive dike intrusions is appreciable and as a result,478

the crustal heating by intrusions is reduced.479

The eruptive dynamics of a magma reservoir can be defined, to first-order, by a480

set of characteristic timescales (Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019;481

Townsend et al., 2019) : a timescale for viscous relaxation (tcviscous), timescale for482
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pressurization by melt recharge tcfill, timescale for cooling and crystallization tccool to a483

typical crystal fraction (ε0) based on an energy balance (Karlstrom & Richards, 2011)484

and a pore pressure diffusion timescale tcpress diff (Mittal & Richards, 2019). These485

timescales characterize the likelihood of magma eruptibility as well as the physical486

mechanism leading to magma overpressure (See discussion in Mittal & Richards, 2019).487

The timescales are defined as :488

tcviscous = ηcrust/(∆P ) (93)

tcfill = V/Q0 (94)

tccool = ε0V
(∮

res
q(∆T )dA

ρresLf
− Q0cp∆T

Lf

)−1

(95)

tcpress diff =
b2c

4κpd
(96)

where ηcrust is temperature dependent viscosity defined as follows ηcrust(T ) = Aexp(G/RT )489

with A = 4.25 x 107, R = 8.31 (gas constant), G = 141 x 103 (activation energy),490

and T the temperature in Kelvin (Karlstrom et al., 2017). Q0 is the melt flux into491

the magma reservoir which is calculated by integrating the linear melt flux at the base492

of the mantle over an area equal to the square of the crustal thickness (Karlstrom et493

al., 2017). In the cooling timescale, ∆T is the magma temperature decrease below494

the liquidus , q(∆T ) is the heat flux from the magma reservoir into the surrounding495

crust,
∮
res
q(∆T )dA is the heat flux integrated over the area of the magma reservoir,496

cp is the specific heat capacity, and Lf is the latent heat of fusion. For the pressure497

diffusion timescale, we choose the typical lengthscale for diffusion to be bc/2 as the498

shell outside the reservoir and κpd is the pore-pressure diffusivity. As described in499

Mittal and Richards (2019), the pressure diffusivity is defined as κpd = kmMB/ηfluid500

where km is the crustal permeability, ηfluid is the fluid viscosity (∼ 10−4 Pa s), and501

MB is the crustal Biot modulus (= 5.59 x 1010 Pa for Westerley granite). Since crustal502

permeability is expected to be smaller at depth due to higher temperatures and in-503

creasing lithostatic pressure (Ingebritsen & Gleeson, 2017) as well as be decreased with504

higher temperatures due to ductile flow, we approximate the time-varying permeability505

around a magma reservoir using the following functional form with exponential tem-506

perature and depth dependence (e-folding distance of 5 km, Ingebritsen & Manning,507

2010):508

km(T, dres) = km0 [1− exp(−20/T )] exp(−dres/5000) (97)

with km0 = 1 x10−18 m2 and temperature T in oC. Although the permeability around509

a magma reservoir can have significant transient variations associated with loss of510

exsolved magma fluids, eruptions and dike formation as well as tectonic and far field511

stress perturbations, the processes involved are complex and require a full multi-physics512

analysis (See Mittal & Richards, 2019, and references therein). Consequently, we have513

chosen the above form as a first order approximation to illustrate the importance of514

passive volatile loss on magma eruptibility. In addition, we use the solubility calcula-515

tions to ensure that the there are sufficient exsolved volatiles (volatile volume fraction516

εg > 0.0075) in the magma system for this mechanism to be applicable. Otherwise,517

the permeability value is set to zero. We emphasize that our parameter choice is fairly518

conservative, both with regards to temperature and depth scaling, given available per-519

meability measurements for geothermal-metamorphic regions (Ingebritsen & Manning,520

2010; Stober & Bucher, 2015).521

The heat flux around an ellipsoidal magma chamber can be estimated using522

spatial gradients for a steady state temperature profile (Moons & Spencer, 1988; Karl-523

strom & Richards, 2011) :524

q(ξ, φ) =
k∆T

cot−1(ξ0)(1 + ξ2)

√
1 + ξ2

(a2
c − b2c)(ξ2 + φ2)

(98)
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Here φ is the scaled polar co-ordinate (= sinχ) and ξ (= sinhµ) is a scaled distance from525

the reservoir wall with µ and χ (∈ [π/2, π/2]) being the radial and polar coordinate the526

oblate spheroidal coordinate system. The surface of the oblate ellipsoid is defined by527

µ = µ0 with tanh(µ0) = bc/ac For our calculations, we integrate the heat flux over the528

ellipsoid surface at the reservoir-crust interface (ξ = ξ0). Consequently, the integral529

flux term
∮
res
q(∆T )dA is :530

∮
res

q(∆T )dA = 2πac

∫ c

−c
q(∆T, ξ0, z/bc)

√
1 +

(ac − bc)(ac + bc)z2

b4c
dz (99)

=
2πack∆T

cot−1(ξ0)(1 + ξ2
0)

√
1 + ξ2

0

(a2
c − b2c)

∫ c

−c

√
1 +

(ac − bc)(ac + bc)z2

b4c

1√
ξ2
0 + (z/bc)2

dz (100)

where we have used the surface integral equation for an oblate spheroid and the re-531

lationship between φ and the Cartesian co-ordinate z (φ = z/bc). We numerically532

calculate this integral to calculate the total heat flux from the surface of the magma533

reservoir.534

2.4 Model Parameters535

2.4.1 Elastic Compressiblity536

We calculate the elastic compressibility for ellipsoidal magma reservoirs using537

the results of the numerical finite element calculations from K. Anderson and Segall538

(2011) in an elastic half space as a function of aspect ratio bc/ac. We use the nu-539

merical results for the medium-deep regime when the depth of the magma reservoir540

is larger than the semi-major axis ac and shallow results otherwise. We also ex-541

trapolate to lower aspect ratios (< 0.5) outside the numerical calculations using the542

analytical expressions from Amoruso and Crescentini (2009) for full elastic space -543

βcr = 3/(4Kcr)[(ac/bc)(2/π)− 4/5]. Although the free surface effects are likely impor-544

tant for spatially extensive magma reservoirs, the lack of simple analytical expressions545

makes it difficult to accurately model within our framework and using the analytical546

solution in the regions outside the numerical region enable us to capture the first order547

behavior.548

2.4.2 Magmatic volatile solubility549

Since the magmatic volatiles have a strong impact on the magma compressibility550

(e.g., Rivalta & Segall, 2008), it is important to include the presence of magmatic551

volatiles (CO2 and H2O) in the magma mixture. We calculate the joint solubility of552

the magmatic volatiles (CO2 and H2O) in the melt using the equations described in553

Iacono-Marziano et al. (2012). If the volume fraction of the magmatic volatiles in554

the magmatic mixture is very high, the volatiles will likely be passively lost from the555

reservoir even without any eruption due to their high buoyancy w.r.t the surrounding556

crust (See discussion in Mittal & Richards, 2019). Hence, we cap the maximum volume557

fraction of volatiles in the magmatic reservoir to 20 % as an upper limit (Aarnes et558

al., 2012). In order to calculate the exsolved magmatic volatiles at a given magma559

reservoir depth, we either assume a closed system degassing path wherein exsolved560

volatiles remain in the system (upto a maximum of 20% volume fraction) or a partial561

open system degassing where some fraction of the exsolved volatiles at each depth are562

lost from the system and passively degassed. These different exsolution paths affect563

both the depth when water starts exsolving from the melt as well as the bulk density564

and compressibility of the magma reservoir.565

We calculate the initial concentrations of water and CO2 in the melt by starting566

with a chosen mantle source composition and using partition coefficients to calculate567
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the volatile content (Xmelt) in the melt given a degree of partial melting (F ):568

Xmelt =
Xmantle

D + F (1−D)
(101)

Following (Black & Manga, 2017), we set the bulk partition coefficient D to be 0.01569

for water (Katz et al., 2003) and 10−4 for CO2 (Hauri et al., 2006) assuming oxidizing570

redox conditions (Rohrbach & Schmidt, 2011; Stagno et al., 2013). Although there is571

considerable uncertainty regarding the initial mantle volatile (CO2, H2O) composition572

(e.g., Self et al., 2014) and references therein), there is increasing evidence that the573

mantle source of Phanerozoic LIPs is volatile enriched compared to the background574

mantle (Gu et al., 2019; Capriolo et al., 2020). The typical range of water content575

ranges from 0.1 to 0.6 wt % (X.-C. Wang et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017; Ivanov et al.,576

2018; Gu et al., 2019) with the real values closer to the upper end since measure-577

ments are biased by pre-eruptive degassing. With regards to mantle CO2 contents,578

K. R. Anderson and Poland (2017) estimated that the Hawaiian mantle plume has a579

CO2 content of 964 ppm (with a 68 % range from 740 to 1230 ppm) while Matthews580

et al. (2020) infered that the Iceland plume has a CO2 concentration of ∼ 2.2 wt%581

(±1.5 wt %). These results are broadly consistent with estimates from Lange (2002)582

arguing for more than 4 wt % concentration of CO2 and H2O in the CRB melt (for a583

typical melt fraction of 5-15%) in order to ensure their buoyancy. The frequent pres-584

ence of mantle composition sulphides, as well as carbonatitic and hydrous assemblages585

in the SIP ultramafic intrusions also support the presence of a significant volatile flux586

into the system throughout the CFB event (Larsen et al., 2018). Additionally, the587

metasomatized mantle lithosphere may also contribute significant C to the parental588

melt reaching the crustal system (e.g., Black & Gibson, 2019; Gibson et al., 2020).589

Based on these results, we assume a higher mantle volatile composition than Black590

and Manga (2017) with a conservative value of 750 ppm CO2, and 0.23 wt % H2O.591

This parameter set ensures that the partial melt water content for 10 % degree partial592

melting is ∼ 2 wt %, consistent with some melt inclusions results from the Deccan Trap593

Wai sub-group (Choudhary et al., 2019) and some estimates from the Réunion lava594

flows (Boudoire et al., 2018). Also, the melt CO2 is typically order 0.5-1 %, which is595

consistent with petrologic and melt inclusion estimates from Deccan, Columbia River596

Basalts, and Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (Self et al., 2006; Capriolo et al.,597

2020).598

As discussed in Section 3 (Paper I), there is a general consensus that the pri-599

mary plume derived melt was picritic (K. G. Cox, 1980; Sen & Chandrasekharam,600

2011; Chatterjee & Sheth, 2015; K. V. Kumar et al., 2018; Dongre et al., 2018). Con-601

sequently, we use the estimate of the primary melt composition modeled from the most602

primitive picrite from Deccan Traps (Pavagadh Picrite) as well a Deccan lava flow av-603

erage for our solubility calculations (Sen & Chandrasekharam, 2011; K. V. Kumar604

et al., 2018). We acknowledge that actual magma compositions will evolve through605

REAFC processes in the magmatic system. However, a comprehensive analysis of dif-606

ferent magma compositions is beyond the scope of this study and does not influence607

our primary results. Additionally, the dominance of a tholeiitic composition in Deccan608

Traps suggest that although fractional crystallization was extensive, only small vol-609

umes of intermediate and high silicic rocks (e.g., rhyolites) were produced. In Fig.8,610

we show the solubility curves (for different choices of open system degassing fraction,611

See (Mittal & Richards, 2019) for a discussion of passive degassing observations and612

mechanisms) for two different melt compositions (Deccan average vs Pavagadh Picrite)613

and two different mantle volatile contents (F = 10% M. Richards et al., 2013). The614

main feature of note with these calculations is that CO2 can exsolve from the melt at615

fairly deep depths (order 20-30 km) whereas H2O can remain soluble up until shallow616

depths (order 3-6 km). Thus, any buoyancy driven over-pressurization due to H2O617

volatiles will be a significant process only in the upper crust whereas the CO2 asso-618

ciated buoyancy dominates for the deeper crustal reservoirs. The upper limit on the619
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amount of magmatic volatiles in these calculations is set by the requirement that the620

volatile volume fraction is always less than 20%. With decreasing lithostatic pressure,621

the decrease in density of the volatile phase leads to a strong reduction in the total622

CO2 and H2O. Additionally, we show the results for a range of degassing efficiency623

from 0 (closed system) to 80 % in Figure 2 for each scenario. The results illustrate that624

the choice of open system degassing fraction can have a substantial impact on the melt625

solubility through differences in the amount of the exsolved volatile phase which is in626

equilibrium with the melt. For the rest of our analysis, we use the Deccan primitive627

composition (Pavagadh Picrite) and a mantle volatile composition of 750 ppm CO2628

and 0.23 wt % H2O with a relatively closed system configuration (degassing efficiency629

of less about 5 %) unless otherwise noted.630

2.4.3 Other parameters631

To calculate the melt-crystal-exsolved fluid mixture density and compressiblity,632

we use the modified Redlich-Kwong equation of state for magmatic fluids from Halbach633

and Chatterjee (1982) (See Degruyter and Huber (2014) for details). The density of the634

melt and the crytals depend on the melt compostion as well as depth, and volatile con-635

tent, all of which will be evolving during the magmatic system evolution. However, to636

first order, we can use a simplified, conservative constant melt density linearly increas-637

ing from 2500 kg/m3 from shallow depths (5 km depth, constant for depths less than638

5 km) to 2700 kg/m3 for deeper depths (30 km) based on the pMELTS calculations639

from Karlstrom and Richards (2011) for approximately 30 % crystal fraction (as well640

as typical parameters from Piombo et al., 2016; A. Aravena, Cioni, de’ Michieli Vitturi,641

et al., 2018) while we conservatively set crystal density to be 3000 kg/m3 to represent642

ultramafic crystalized cumulate. Similarly, for simplicity, we set the compressibility of643

melt and crystals to 2 x 10−10 Pa−1 and 2 x 10−11 Pa−1 respectively (K. Anderson &644

Segall, 2011). We emphasize that these simplifications significantly reduce the model645

complexity and allow a more clear physical analysis of the model, thus allowing us to646

capture the first order behavior. A fully coupled petrological analysis, though impor-647

tant, is beyond the scope of this study and does not affect the primary conclusions648

of our analysis. We set the crustal effective elastic modulus to 10 GPa and Poisson’s649

ratio to 0.25 (Karlstrom et al., 2017).650

For the crustal density and conductivity structure, we use a simplified piecewise651

linear relationship using the results from Jennings et al. (2019) and DeBari and Greene652

(2011) for a typical continental crustal section. We set the viscosity of the basaltic653

magma at ∼ 1000 Pa-s based on field based measurements for Hawaiian lava flows654

which are reasonable analogs for flood basalt lava flows both in terms of composition655

and eruptive style (Chevrel et al., 2019).656

For all our calculations, we set the dike semi-major axis (a)to 500 m and the657

initial dike semi-minor axis (b) to be equivalent to that required for an initial Peclet658

number of 2. For a typical magma reservoir depth of 5 km (and other parameters659

described above), the initial dike width is 0.25-1 m. These values are very consistent660

with the lower range of DT dike thickness (Section 5, Paper I) representing the single661

injection dikes. With regards to dike length, our chosen value of a 1 km long active662

segment is broadly consistent with modern CFB analogs such as the Laki 1783 eruption663

(Thordarson & Self, 1993) when accounting for flow localization within the dikes and664

the region of active magma flow within a dike segment (Bruce & Huppert, 1990; Fialko665

& Rubin, 1999; Wylie et al., 1999; Brown et al., 2007; Taisne & Tait, 2011; Parcheta666

et al., 2015). We find that changing the dike shape within reasonable ranges does667

not significantly change our results, especially given other parameter uncertainties. A668

more comprehensive analysis of the whole parameter space is beyond the scope of this669

study.670
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Figure 2
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Figure 2 (previous page): Joint solubility of the magmatic volatiles (CO2 - Left panels,
and H2O- Right panels) in the melt for 2 different primitive melt composition estimates
(Panel B and C) as well as two different initial mantle volatile compositions (Panel A
and B). The initial concentrations of water and CO2 in the melt are calculated for 10%
degree of partial melting. In the plots, the degree of magmatic volatiles lost at each depth
increases from 0% to 80 % (different gray lines) illustrating how the magmatic volatile
content changes as the system moves from a closed system to an unbuffered open-system
behavior. The exsolution of CO2 occurs fairly deep in the crustal column whereas H2O
comes out from the melt at shallow depths for all compositions.

3 Model results - Magma Reservoir Model671

We use our new visco-elastic mechanical model for an ellipsoidal magma reservoir672

described in Section 2.1 to calculate how eruptive volume fluxes (km3/year) and the673

total erupted volumes of each flow unit (or equivalently the typical duration of each674

eruptive event) depend on reservoir geometry, and the crustal properties. We are675

particularly interested in finding what magmatic architecture is required to match676

the CFB observations constraints (Section 3.3 - 3.5, Paper I). The typical ranges of677

eruptive fluxes and volumes of individual CFB eruptive episodes are 30-300 (km3/year)678

and 1,000 - 10,000 km3, respectively. The absence of significant a’a flows in most CFB679

provinces suggest that the eruption rates did not exceed more than a few thousand680

km3/year at best (Section 3.5, Paper I). In the following, we first discuss results for a681

spherical magma reservoir followed by the ellipsoidal reservoir.682

3.1 Spherical Reservoir Model683

Typical magma reservoirs associated with CFBs are expected to have a high684

aspect ratio, especially for the hypothesized large (> 100 km long) magma reservoirs685

(e.g., Section 2, 4 & 5, Paper I). Thus, the choice of a spherical geometry seems an686

unreasonable choice. Nevertheless, starting with a spherical reservoir model enables us687

to directly compare and contrast our results with those from previous studies (Huppert688

& Woods, 2002; Woods & Huppert, 2003; Piombo et al., 2016; Townsend et al., 2019;689

Townsend & Huber, 2020b).690

In Figures 9 and 10, we show model calculations for a range of magma reservoir691

radius. The depth of all the reservoirs is 5 km, representative of an upper crustal692

magma body. We note that for most of the reservoir sizes, a 5 km depth is not physical693

since the top of the magma body will exceed the free surface. However, changing694

the magma reservoir depth for each reservoir size would make it more complicated695

to compare the results since the volatile exsolution, magma mixture buoyancy, and696

crustal properties are all depth-dependent. Thus, for these calculations, we keep the697

nominal reservoir depth the same. We consider more physical magma reservoirs in698

the subsequent section. In order to match the observational constraint for eruptive699

volume flux (Figure 3A, top panel), we set the dike width to be 1 m. The far-field700

crustal viscosity and the visco-elastic shell radius is fixed at 1021 Pa-s and R2 = 1.5R1701

(Segall, 2016) for all results shown here.702

First, we consider the case of no magma recharge from the underlying reservoir703

(conductivity = 10−6 Kg/Pa-s) and a relatively cold visco-elastic shell (ηcr,1 = 1020
704

Pa-s). The total duration of the eruption is set by tflux (Eqn. 26, Table 1), which is705

proportional to the magma reservoir volume. For our chosen parameters, the eruption706

duration is less than a year, much shorter than CFB observations. Additionally, the707
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Figure 3: Model Results for Spherical Reservoir Model : Erupted volume flux (km3/yr),
total erupted volume (km3), fraction of magma chamber mass erupted, and magma reser-
voir overpressure (Pa), for different reservoir radius (Panel A, see legend in the figure)
at a typical upper crustal depth of 5 km. The viscosity of the surrounding crust is set to
1020 Pa-s and the conductivity is set to 10−6 Kg/Pa-s. A range of eruptive volume fluxes
(30-300 km3/year) and total erupted volumes (1,000 - 5,000 km3 : hashed region & 5,000
- 10,000 km3 : shaded hashed region) for flood basalts based on observational constraints
is shown on the figure. The Panel B show the time-evolving total pressure for 2 differ-
ent radius magma reservoirs at different distances outward from the reservoir wall in the
visco-elastic shell. The B1 curve shows the magma buoyancy overpressure in the conduit.
At the termination of the eruption, the total overpressure is zero : P (t) +B1 ∼ 0.
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erupted volume is too low for model parameters chosen to obtain reasonable eruption708

rates. This result is a direct consequence of the low eruption efficiency of a spheri-709

cal magma reservoir (Figure 3A, cumulative erupted mass/mass in magma reservoir710

curves). Huppert and Woods (2002) showed that the typical erupted volume from711

an over-pressurized magma reservoir is ∼ Vresβres∆P (Also see Townsend & Huber,712

2020b). For a typical compressibility of 1-3 x 10−10 Pa for a magma mixture with713

some exsolved volatiles (Rivalta, 2010; Degruyter & Huber, 2014) and ∆P ∼ 20MPa714

(Rubin, 1995), the erupted volume ∼ 0.002− 0.006Vres. Even if this value is increased715

by a factor of 10 with progressive crystallization, higher initial melt volatile content or716

shallower magma body (Edmonds & Wallace, 2017, also See Figure 8), only a few per-717

cent of reservoir volume can erupt. Consequently, an eruption of ∼ 5000 km3 magma718

volume requires a magma reservoir size of 100,000 - 106 km3 (30-60 km radius) incon-719

sistent with various observational constraints (see section 3, Paper I). We note that720

the efficiency of eruption can potentially be significantly enhanced when accounting for721

pressurization by caldera and graben subsidence during the eruption (Gudmundsson,722

2016). We also note that in most CFBs, there is no evidence any caldera collapse type723

features on the surface (See Section 5 and 6, Paper I).724

A corollary of the typical low eruption efficiency is that it makes explaining CFB725

volcanism by the large magma reservoir model (with failure by buoyancy overpressure)726

even more challenging. Black and Manga (2017) assumed that all the whole fraction727

of the magma body that is both molten and buoyant erupt once the critical buoyancy,728

overpressure is reached. However, if only a few percent of the mass erupts, many more729

reservoir failure events would be required to explain the total CFB volumes. However,730

each eruption would still be associated with a crustal permeability increase due to731

fracturing (Ingebritsen & Manning, 2010) and consequent volatile loss. Thus, there732

should not be a significant reduction in the timescale between individual eruptions if733

the failure is due to buoyancy overpressure.734

An interesting conclusion from our model calculations is that the eruptions do735

not stop when the magma overpressure reduces back to lithostatic conditions, as is736

generally assumed in box models (K. Anderson & Segall, 2011; Degruyter & Huber,737

2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019; Townsend et al., 2019). Instead, we find that eruptions738

end with the magma reservoir under-pressurized w.r.t lithostatic conditions (akin to739

results in Karlstrom et al., 2012). This result is a consequence of the buoyancy of740

the magma. A magma reservoir erupts mass to the surface until it reaches the mag-741

mastatic condition rather than the lithostatic condition. Consequently, in Figure 3A,742

the sum of magma overpressure and buoyancy term (B1) is close to zero when erup-743

tions terminate due to insufficient melt flux through the dike. This under-pressure744

can help increase the magma reservoir eruption efficiency by volatile exsolution driven745

magmatic siphoning (Karlstrom & Manga, 2009). For some parameter choices, the746

continued exsolution (and consequent magma buoyancy) can sustain eruptions for a747

long period. In our model calculations, we include this effect by calculating CO2 -748

H2O solubility and magma density during an eruption. The difference in the magma749

pressure evolution (i.e. magma under-pressurization rather than zero overpressure)750

also has a strong influence on the stress pattern in the visco-elastic shell surrounding751

the reservoir (Figure 3B, top panel).752

Initially, the hoop stress (σ
(1)
θθ ) is positive (tension) due to the initial ∆P . With753

continuing surface eruptions, the magma overpressure decreases to a negative value,754

which in turn leads to compressional hoop stresses. With no further melt influx, the755

eruption eventually stops, but the shear stresses within the shell continue relaxing.756

This stress relaxation eventually leads to a change in sign of the hoop stress in order757

to match the radial stress (which is tensional due to magma under-pressure) (timescale758

of tR,relax compress; See Segall (2016) for a more detailed discussion). Eventually, on759

a much longer timescale (tR,Maxwell) related to the far-field crustal viscosity (not760
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shown in the figure), all the stresses in the reservoir will relax. Since the viscous shell761

is coupled to a surrounding viscoelastic medium (with much higher viscosity), any762

tensional hoop stress in the shell leads to a corresponding compressional stress in the763

surrounding crust (curves with r > R2, Figure 3B).764

The hoop stresses in the viscous shell are particularly interesting with regards to765

how the connectivity between magma reservoirs is established. For a dike to propagate766

into the magma reservoir, the dike’s magma pressure within the dike must exceed the767

least compressive stress tangential to the chamber wall. Thus, with respect to an initial768

lithostatic stress condition, the excess pressure defined as σθθ + Pdike(t) measures the769

difference between the circumferential compressive stress and magma over-pressure.770

The condition of tensile failure at a given radial distance from the magma reservoir is771

when either σ
(1)
θθ (r, t) +Pdike(t) = ∆P (for r < R2) or σ

(2)
θθ (r = R2, t) +Pdike(t) = ∆P772

(for r ≥ R2). Our results suggest that initially, the rapid under-pressurization will773

lead to a stress pattern that inhibits fracture propagation both out of and into the774

magma reservoir. Over time, the hoop stresses become tensional, thus making dike775

propagation more favorable. In the visco-elastic crust coupled to the shell, there is a776

similar, but opposite effect. We posit that these stress variations may lead to natural777

timescales for enhanced connectivity between different magma bodies.778

Next, we show some model results where we allow faster stress relaxation in779

the visco-elastic shell (ηcr,1 = 1018 Pa-s; Figure 4A, Left Panel). With lower shell780

viscosity, stress relaxation in the viscous shell leads to pressurization if the magma781

mixture is not infinitely compressible (Segall, 2016). This pressurization, in turn,782

enables continued melt flux into the dike and longer, larger eruptions. We find this783

process is responsible for the much longer eruption duration, total erupted volume, as784

well as a higher eruption efficiency of large magma reservoirs (Figure 4A). In contrast,785

the eruptions from a smaller magma reservoir cease before this mechanism can act786

(timescale of tR,relax compress). However, the eruption rate is still too small compared787

to observational constraints.788

Finally, we increase the melt influx into the magma reservoir from a deeper789

magma body (conductivity Ω = 10−1 Kg/Pa-s, ηcr,1 = 1018 Pa-s; Figure 4B, Left790

Panel). The lower magma reservoir is assumed to be quasi-infinite with a constant791

lithostatic magma pressure and a depth equal to 5 km plus twice the semi-major792

axis of the primary reservoir. This depth choice approximates the growing region793

of influence of a larger magma reservoir (e.g., Karlstrom et al., 2009, 2015). With794

this model configuration, we do find that many magma reservoirs can satisfy both795

the eruptive flux and the erupted volume constraints. Physically, melt influx helps796

maintain magma pressurization (with an associated timescale of trepres, Eqn. 27) akin797

to the visco-elastic shell. Since the magma-overpressure never decreases below zero798

for the largest magma reservoir, the hoop stresses remain compressional in contrast to799

the results for smaller magma bodies (Figure 4B top and bottom panels).800

Considering different magma reservoir depths, initial volatile content, and depth801

of the secondary reservoir, we find a qualitatively similar model behavior as described802

above. A continuous melt influx from an additional magma reservoir is necessary for803

feeding an individual eruptive episode from the smaller magma reservoir. There are,804

however, some critical physical processes that are missing in the spherical reservoir805

model, e.g., changing dike widths, appropriate reservoir geometry, and a quasi-infinite806

lower reservoir. Since we do not model pressure evolution in the secondary reservoir,807

magma transport from the reservoir does not lead to an under-pressurization. Conse-808

quently, an extensive secondary reservoir with high conductivity and buoyancy acts as809

an infinite magma source for the primary reservoir feeding surface eruptions. We relax810

all of these model assumptions with the results from the Ellipsoidal reservoir model811

described in the next section.812
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Figure 4: Model Results for Spherical Reservoir Model : Erupted volume flux (km3/yr),
total erupted volume (km3), fraction of magma chamber mass erupted, and magma reser-
voir overpressure (Pa), for different reservoir radius (See legend in the figure) at a depth
of 5 km. The viscosity of the surrounding crust is set to 1018 Pa-s and the conductivity
is set to 10−6 Kg/Pa-s (Part A) and 10−1 Kg/Pa-s(Part B). A range of eruptive volume
fluxes (30-300 km3/year) and total erupted volumes (1,000 - 5,000 km3 : hashed region &
5,000 - 10,000 km3 : shaded hashed region) for flood basalts based on observational con-
straints is shown on the figure. The Right Panels for each Part show the time-evolving to-
tal pressure for two different radius magma reservoirs at different distances outward from
the reservoir wall in the visco-elastic shell. The B1 curve shows the magma buoyancy
overpressure in the conduit. At the termination of the eruption, the total overpressure is
zero : P (t) +B1 ∼ 0.
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3.2 Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model813

In the following, we describe our results for the Ellipsoidal reservoir model. We814

start with the simplest case - an elastic reservoir. We then sequentially add a crustal815

visco-elastic response, melt influx from a single secondary reservoir, and finally melt816

influx from four additional reservoirs. The semi-minor axis and depth of the primary817

reservoir are set to 3 km and 5 km, respectively, for all results unless otherwise noted.818

We show the model results for a maximum of 10,000 years or when the eruption819

stops, whichever is faster. The maximum eruption duration should be smaller than820

10,000 years given the observational constraints on the duration of individual eruptive821

episodes (Section 3.3-3.5, Paper I)822

3.2.1 Elastic end-member823

We first consider an elastic Ellipsoidal magma reservoir in an elastic half-space824

connected to the surface with an erodible dike-shaped conduit. Using the analytical825

solutions described in Section 2.1.4, we show the model results for a wide range of826

reservoir sizes ranging from 2.5 to 75 km (semi-major axis ac) in Figure 5. These827

results do not include any crustal stress relaxation or melt influx from other magma828

reservoirs. In contrast to the spherical reservoir model, the eruption flux initially829

increases, followed by a subsequent decline and shutdown of eruptions. This difference830

is a direct consequence of evolving dike widths, which changes both the eruption rate as831

well as the timescale to relax overpressure by mass loss (tflux; Eqn. 26, Table 1). For832

instance, the dike width increases from 0.25 m to 20 m by the end of the eruption for833

the 150 km long magma reservoir (Figure 5, orange curve). The elastic compressibility834

of a low aspect ratio magma reservoir is much larger than for an equivalent spherical835

magma body. Thus, the total erupted mass fraction for the largest magma reservoir836

is about 15 % as opposed to less than a percent in Figure 3.837

Still, despite the different model geometry, we find that it is not possible to satisfy838

the observational constraints on eruptive rate and total volume with a given model839

geometry. In Figure 6, the results of a wide parameter space exploration show that840

we need a magma reservoir with semi-major axis ∼ 5-10 km to match the eruptive841

flux estimates of 30-300 km3/year. But, magma reservoirs that can erupt volumes842

equivalent to individual CFB eruptive episodes have sizes ac ∼ 60−100 km (for a total843

erupted volume of 5,000-20,000 km3). The required reservoir size typically increases844

with decreasing aspect ratios since for the same semi-major axis, smaller aspect ratio845

implies a smaller total magma reservoir volume. The inversion of this trend at small846

aspect ratios is due to the rapid increase in elastic compressibility, which in turn847

increases the eruption efficiency and total erupted volume despite smaller reservoir848

size.849

3.2.2 Visco-elastic crust and melt influx850

Next, we enable far-field crustal stress relaxation with the crustal viscosity set851

to either 1019 Pa-s (Figure 7A) or 1021 Pa-s (Figure 7B). We find that a lower crustal852

viscosity allows more rapid relaxation of the magma over/under-pressure akin to the853

Spherical Reservoir Model results (See Figure 4). This process, in turn, enables longer,854

larger eruptions with a prolonged low eruption phase. Although this additional erup-855

tive phase decreases the required reservoir size to 30-70 km (for a total erupted volume856

of 5000-20,000 km3), this still does not overlap with eruptive rate estimates (Figure 8,857

crustal viscosity = 1019 Pa-s). Additionally, the total duration of an eruptive episode858

is too long to be consistent with observations. We find a qualitatively similar model859

behavior when we use lower viscous shell viscosity instead of a lower far-field crustal860

viscosity.861
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Figure 5: Model Results for Elastic Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model : Erupted volume flux
(km3/yr), total erupted volume (km3), fraction of magma chamber mass erupted, and
magma reservoir overpressure (Pa), and dike width (b). The results are shown for differ-
ent reservoir semi-major axis sizes (See legend in the figure) with a constant semi-minor
axis (bc = 3 km). In this calculation, the crustal stress relaxation and melt influx from
additional magma reservoirs is not included. The depth of all the reservoirs is set to 5 km.
A range of eruptive volume fluxes (30-300 km3/year) and total erupted volumes (1,000 -
5,000 km3 : hashed region & 5,000 - 10,000 km3 : shaded hashed region) for flood basalts
based on observational constraints is shown on the figure.The B1 curve shows the magma
buoyancy overpressure in the conduit. At the termination of the eruption, the total over-
pressure is zero : P (t) +B1 ∼ 0.
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Figure 6: Parameter Space plot for Elastic Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model. A range of erup-
tive volume fluxes (30-300 km3/year, Top Panel) and total erupted volumes (5,000 -
10,000 km3, Bottom Panel) for flood basalts is shaded on the plots. These results clearly
illustrate that there is no magma reservoir geometry that can simultaneously satisfy both
the constraints.
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Figure 7 (previous page): Model Results for Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model : Erupted volume
flux (km3/yr), total erupted volume (km3), fraction of magma chamber mass erupted, and
magma reservoir overpressure (Pa), and dike width (b). The results are shown for different
reservoir semi-major axis sizes (See legend in the figure) and semi-minor axis set to 3 km.
In this calculation, we include far-field crustal stress relaxation with the viscosity set to
either 1019 Pa-s (Panel A) or 1020 Pa-s (Panel B) and with no viscous shell relaxation.
The depth of all the reservoirs is set to 5 km. A range of eruptive volume fluxes (30-300
km3/year) and total erupted volumes (1,000 - 5,000 km3 : hashed region & 5,000 - 10,000
km3 : shaded hashed region) for flood basalts based on observational constraints is shown
on the figure. The B1 curve shows the magma buoyancy overpressure in the conduit. At
the termination of the eruption, the total overpressure is zero : P (t) +B1 ∼ 0.

Figure 8: Parameter Space plot for Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model with crustal viscous
relaxation (viscosity set to 1019 Pa-s). A range of eruptive volume fluxes (30-300
km3/year, Top Panel) and total erupted volumes (5,000 - 10,000 km3, Bottom Panel)
for flood basalts is shaded on the plots. These results clearly illustrate that there is no
magma reservoir geometry that can simultaneously satisfy both the constraints.
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Figure 9 (previous page): Model Results for the two Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model with dif-
ferent primary reservoir semi-major axis sizes (See legend in the figure) and semi-minor
axis set to 3 km. In this calculation, we include far-field crustal stress relaxation with
the viscosity set to 1021 Pa-s for the primary magma reservoir and 1020 Pa-s for the sec-
ondary (deeper) magma reservoir. The viscosity of the viscous shell surrounding both the
magma reservoir is set to 5 x 1018 Pa-s. The depth of primary reservoirs is set to 5 km
while the secondary reservoir is at 11 km depth. The conductivity value and secondary
reservoir sizes are fixed to 0.1 kg/Pa-s and 60 km, 4 km respectively. The conductivity
time-scale for the calculations varies from 0.5 years (Panel A), 10 years (Panel B), and
100 years (Panel C). A range of eruptive volume fluxes and total erupted volumes for
flood basalts based on observational constraints is shaded on the plots.

In order to further increase the erupted mass and decrease the eruption duration,862

we enable melt influx into the primary magma reservoir from an additional large863

reservoir (ac,2, bc,2: 60 km, 4 km) located at 11 km (3 km plus 2 x semi-major axis of864

the primary reservoir). In Figure 9, we show the results of models calculations for a865

range of primary reservoir sizes (ac between 5 - 20 km) and conductivity timescales866

ranging from 0.5 to 100 years (tcond, 15). For all the model results, the amplitude867

of the conductivity (Ω0), once it is active, is 0.1 kg/Pa-s. In these calculations, we868

include far-field crustal stress relaxation in a cold crust with the viscosity set to 1021
869

Pa-s for the primary magma reservoir and 1020 Pa-s for the secondary (deeper) magma870

reservoir. The viscosity of the viscous shell surrounding both the magma reservoirs is871

set to 5 x 1018 Pa-s (Degruyter & Huber, 2014).872

Analogous to the results from the Spherical Reservoir Model (Figure 4B), we find873

that a variety of magma reservoir sizes can match both the erupted volume flux and874

total erupted volume constraints with small tcond (Figure 9A) even though the far-875

field crust is relatively high viscosity. However, in contrast to results in Figure 4B, the876

secondary reservoir magma pressure decreases due to mass outflux, and the secondary877

reservoir becomes under-pressurized over time. This, in turn, reduces the rate in mass878

flux into the primary reservoir and, consequently, the rate of surface eruptions. In879

these scenarios, most of the erupted mass is sourced from the deeper magma reservoir880

directly as illustrated by a 10 km decrease in the semi-major axis of the secondary881

reservoir. The combination of a large initial reservoir size, as well as lower crustal882

viscosity, naturally leads to a long-lived eruption. The shape of the primary reservoir883

geometry only determines the initial eruption rates and the subsequent system behavior884

is entirely determined by the secondary reservoir dynamics (e.g., Figure 9A, same885

eruption rates and dike widths at > 10 years) as long as the conductivity timescale is886

short (tcond ∼ 0.5− 10 years). The only exception to this is if tcond is large (e.g., 100887

years). In this case, the eruptions from the small reservoir stop before the mass influx888

can begin (Figure 9C). In reality, this influx may re-pressurize the primary reservoir889

sufficiently to lead to tensile failure for the small reservoirs.890

Although, these results illustrate one potential magma architecture that can pro-891

duce appropriate eruptive parameters, the choice of an extensive deep magma reser-892

voir is potentially problematic. In particular, it is unclear if the deep magma system893

is directly activated in each flood basalt eruption given the geochemical evidence for894

significant shallow fractionation, especially for the Wai subgroup flow (e.g., plagioclase895

as the dominant phenocryst, See Section 3.1 Paper I). A large upper crustal magma896

reservoir is ruled out by geophysical observations (Section 6, Paper I). Additionally,897

if every eruptive episode involves the same large secondary reservoir, it is challenging898

to explain the geochemical and isotopic changes between successive eruptive events899
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(Section 3.6). Finally, the challenges with building enough overpressure within large900

magma reservoirs (Section 2.2.3, Paper I) make it difficult to argue for the rapid estab-901

lishment of a high conductivity between the primary and a large secondary reservoir902

for each eruptive episode. In addition, we find in our model, eruptions from a large903

secondary reservoir continue for 10,000 years (and potentially even longer). Given the904

estimates of the typical time between individual eruptive episodes (Section 3.3, 3.4,905

3.5 Paper I), this duration is too long.906

Thus, we explore a large parameter space with different conductivity amplitudes907

(Ω0) and secondary reservoir sizes. We show the results for a few representative cal-908

culations in Figure 10 with a smaller reservoir size (ac,2, bc,2 : 6 km, 2 km) and lower909

conductivity (Ω0 = 0.001 Kg/Pa-s). Except for the parameters from Figure 9B, none910

of the other parameter choices can match the eruption rate and erupted volume con-911

straints. For a small reservoir with high conductivity, the faster under-pressurization912

of the secondary magma reservoir reduces the total erupted volume (Figure 10A vs.913

Figure 10C). Similarly, a lower conductivity for the large secondary reservoir leads to914

a much slower eruption rate (Figure 10C vs. Figure 10D, Figure 10A vs. Figure 10B).915

We find the same qualitative conclusions irrespective of the reservoir depth and volatile916

content. The higher buoyancy of a more volatile-rich magma mixture leads to slightly917

higher (10− 15%) erupted volumes due to higher compressibility as well as the higher918

underpressure of the primary magma reservoir due to buoyancy. Nevertheless, these919

processes do not increase the erupted volume for the small secondary reservoir enough920

to reproduce the observed CFB values. We note that decreasing the far field crustal921

viscosity does not qualitatively change the results since the viscous stress relaxation922

is primarily controlled by the low-viscosity visco-elastic shell surrounding the magma923

reservoir.924

It is also noteworthy that even with a small magma reservoir, the eruptive dura-925

tion in our model is too long to match observations. This is a direct consequence of two926

physical processes in our model. Firstly, the increase in dike width reduces the magma927

flux required to reach a unit Peclet number. Thus, even eruptions rates lower than928

a km3/year do not terminate the eruption (Figure 10A). Secondly, the viscous stress929

relaxation in the visco-elastic shell and associated magma re-pressurization provides930

the small pressure gradient to keep low volume eruptions ongoing, potentially until931

the magma reservoir is almost fully erupted. This behavior is analogous to the volatile932

driven siphoning proposed for flood basalt eruptions (Karlstrom & Manga, 2009).933

We posit that part of this model behavior may not be physical due to missing934

physics in our model. Following Piombo et al. (2016), the dike width in our model935

only evolves due to mechanical erosion or plastic deformation. We have not included936

any elastic response of the dike-shaped conduit or large scale conduit failure, both of937

which are potentially key processes for restricting eruption duration. Specifically, the938

low overpressure within the hydrofracture during the later stages of the eruption may939

elastically reduce the conduit aperture and shut-off the eruption by faster solidification940

(Pollard & Segall, 1987; Gudmundsson, 2002). A. Aravena, Cioni, de’ Michieli Vitturi,941

et al. (2018) included an elastic deformation component in their model following Costa942

et al. (2007) and found that its net impact on the conduit width is small for typical943

values of erosion rate (A. Aravena, Cioni, de’ Michieli Vitturi, et al., 2018, , See944

Figure S6). However, the efficiency of this process can be enhanced by reducing the945

host rock rigidity during an eruption as the country rock heats up and plastically946

deforms. Since the magma overpressure is negative towards the end of the later stages947

of eruption, the conduit walls may collapse/elastically close and consequently increase948

the melt flux required for the critical Peclet number = 2. In the following, we include949

a first order representation of this behavior by including an addition term to the dike950

semi-minor axis (b) evolution equation (see Eqns. 27). Following Costa et al. (2007);951

A. Aravena, Cioni, de’ Michieli Vitturi, et al. (2018), we calculate the influence of952
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Figure 10: Model Results for two Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model for different primary reser-
voir semi-major axis sizes (See legend in the figure) and semi-minor axis set to 3 km. In
this calculation, we include far-field crustal stress relaxation with the viscosity set to 1021

Pa-s for the primary magma reservoir and 1020 Pa-s for the secondary (deeper) magma
reservoir. The viscosity of the viscous shell surrounding both the magma reservoirs is
set to 5 x 1018 Pa-s. The depth of primary reservoirs is set to 5 km while the secondary
reservoir is at 11 km depth.. The conductivity time-scale for all the calculations is fixed
to 10 years with two different conductivity values (Panels A & B; Panels C & D), and two
different secondary reservoir sizes (Panels A & C; Panels B & D). A range of eruptive vol-
ume fluxes and total erupted volumes for flood basalts based on observational constraints
is shaded on the plots.
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elastic deformation on b as :953

bsteady(t) = b(t) + P (t)(f2(t)a+ f1(t)b) (102)

f1(t) = (2 ∗ νr − 1)/(2µr(t)) (103)

f2(t) = (1− νr)/(µr(t)) (104)

µr(t) = [10exp−t/tcool,b + 0.5 ]GPa (105)

Here νr (= 0.3) and µr(t) (in GPa) are the Poisson ratio and the rigidity of the host954

rock respectively. We allow evolution of µr over a cooling timescale ∼ 5(b2/κthermal)955

to model the thermal weakening of the conduit with continued magma flux. Thus,956

the ability of a conduit to remain stable during under-pressurization will progressively957

decrease (see more discussion in Á. Aravena et al., 2018, and references therein). Using958

the difference between the present conduit shape (b) and the steady state elastic shape959

bsteady, we write a relaxation term belast,relx :960

belast,relx = (bnew − b)/trelax,elast (106)

We set trelax,elast ∼ 10 years (decreasing to 1 year if belast,relx is negative). We961

acknowledge that this parameter is extremely uncertain and can potentially be much962

smaller than a year (e.g., kilauea eruption C. A. Neal et al., 2019) or very long963

considering the crustal Maxwell time-scale. Here, we chose an intermediate value964

assuming a low crustal rigidity and low crustal viscosity near the conduit.965

In our model, the net evolution of the dike semi-minor axis (b) is :966

db

dt
=

k

dres

[
P (t) + (ρc − ρres)gdres

]
b+ belast,relx (107)

We acknowledge that our model is highly idealized and introduces additional not well967

constrained model parameters. In the following, we have typically chosen model pa-968

rameters that prevent continued eruptions with eruption rates less than∼ 0.5 km3/year969

in order to be consistent with the lower end of estimates from Section 3.5 (Paper I)970

(also see A. Aravena, Cioni, de’ Michieli Vitturi, et al., 2018). To first order, the ad-971

ditional dike semi-major axis evolution model helps terminate eruptions much earlier972

for the small magma reservoirs.973

3.2.3 Multiple Secondary Reservoirs974

Given the challenges with a single reservoir model, we next consider a model975

scenario where the primary reservoir is connected to multiple secondary reservoirs.976

This model setup approximates the idea of a magmatic architecture composed of a977

set of magma reservoirs interconnected through multiple magma transport pathways978

analogous to what has been proposed for modern-day arc and hotspot volcanism (e.g.,979

Marsh, 2013; Cashman et al., 2017; Aki & Ferrazzini, 2001, see Figure 22B for a cartoon980

illustration). A particularly relevant example is the Icelandic Eyjafjallajokull 2010981

eruption where there is seismic and petrological evidence of stress interaction between982

sill-shaped magma lenses over weeks and consequent failure to feed the eruptive conduit983

(Tarasewicz et al., 2012; White et al., 2019).984

To illustrate the model behavior with this configuration, we show a set of rep-985

resentative calculations in Figure 11. For these calculations, the primary reservoir986

(ac, bc: 7.5km, 2 km; 5 km depth) is connected to five additional secondary reservoirs987

with semi-major axes between 15-25 km and a 3 km semi-minor axis (depth of 11988

km). The crustal viscosity is 1021 Pa-s for the primary reservoir and 1020 Pa-s for989

the secondary reservoirs. We initialize the system with an overpressure of 20 MPa in990

the primary reservoir and between 5-20 MPa for the secondary reservoirs (to represent991

various stages of magmatic evolution). The viscosity of the viscous shell surrounding992
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Figure 11 (previous page): Model Results for multiple Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model :
Erupted volume flux (km3/yr), total erupted volume (km3), fraction of magma cham-
ber mass erupted, and magma reservoir overpressure (Pa), and dike width (b), and MgO
wt %. The primary reservoir has a semi-major axis 7.5 km, semi-minor axis 2 km at 5 km
depth connected to 5 secondary reservoirs with different conductivity values and conduc-
tivity timescales (See in Figure title). The initial size of each of the secondary reservoir
is 15-25 km (semi-major axis), 3 km (semi-minor axis), 11 km depth with the crustal vis-
cosity of 1021 Pa-s for the primary reservoir and 1020 Pa-s for the secondary reservoirs.
The viscosity of the viscous shell surrounding both the magma reservoirs is set to 1 x 1019

Pa-s (Panel A), and 2 x 1019 Pa-s (Panel B). A range of eruptive volume fluxes and to-
tal erupted volumes for flood basalts based on observational constraints is shaded on the
plots. Panel A represents the higher inter-reservoir conductivity scenario while the Panel
B shows the impact of longer conductive times and lower conductive amplitude.

each of the magma reservoirs is set to 1 x 1019 Pa-s (Figure 11A) or 2 x 1019 Pa-s993

(Figure 11B). We also calculate the erupted magma composition based on a simple994

mixing model for the primary magma reservoir (Eqn. 91). The initial compositions of995

all the reservoirs are chosen at random between 4 to 6 wt % MgO (a range typical of996

Wai subgroup flows, Beane et al., 1986).997

In Figure 11, we show the results for two representative calculations with different998

conductivity timescales (tcond) and amplitude (Ω0). In Figure 11A, we use a high999

Ω0 = 0.3 Kg/Pa-s and a range of conductivity timescales (tcond = 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 2, and1000

5 years). This model case represents a more mature magmatic system with high inter-1001

connectivity. For Figure 11B, we choose a lower conductivity (Ω0 = 0.01 Kg/Pa-s)1002

as well as longer conductivity timescales (tcond = 0.1, 0.5, 5, 10, and 20 years). Not1003

surprisingly, we can better match the eruptive flux and volume constraints, especially1004

for the parameters in Figure 11A. With a less mature magmatic system (e.g., Figure1005

11B), the time-averaged eruptive flux is lower and a longer eruption duration is required1006

to reach the appropriate erupted volumes. Also, the range of conductivity timescales1007

naturally introduces variable surface eruption rates, which have been hypothesized to1008

be a requirement for the formation of inflated sheet lobes (e.g., Rader et al., 2017).1009

The bottom panels of Figure 11A and 11B show the erupted composition will have1010

some intra-flow variation due to the different compositions of secondary reservoirs and1011

varying levels of mixing. Finally, a final dike width of ∼ 10 m is very consistent with1012

the range of feeder dike widths in Deccan Traps, especially the active portions of a1013

multiple dike (Section 5, Paper I).1014

We want to emphasize that our parameter choices are not unique and it is pos-1015

sible to obtain the same time-averaged eruptive flux and total volume with different1016

parameters. Additionally, it is not difficult to sustain higher eruptive fluxes and/or1017

longer eruptions by changing the conductivity timescales, conductivity amplitude, as1018

well as the number of secondary reservoirs. At present, it is difficult to infer how1019

the eruptive style and rates evolved during a CFB eruptive episode based on the lava1020

flow morphology or geochemical variations due to lack of systematic observations (See1021

Section 3.5 and 3.6). Thus, we are not trying to match a specific eruptive history with1022

these calculations. Instead, these results show that the properties of a CFB eruptive1023

episode can be explained by a multiply connected magmatic system.1024

Conceptually, the multiply-connected magma chambers are a necessary compo-1025

nent of CFB magma architectures because this is the only way to have long (tens-1026

hundreds of year) and large (many thousands of km3) eruptive episodes. If there is1027
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only a single magma reservoir feeding an eruption, the magma overpressure remains1028

large due to reservoir compressibility until a few percent of magma reservoir volume1029

is erupted. Consequently, the overall eruptions rate are too large and the total erup-1030

tion durations too small compared to observations (Paper I). This physical constraint1031

is circumvented by having multiply-connected small magma reservoirs as shown in1032

the 11. The primary reseroir feeding the surface eruption undergo the same physi-1033

cal process, initially high eruption rate followed by a gradual decline, quicker than1034

a large reserovoir. But, with secondary reservoirs getting connected to the primary1035

reservoir, the eruption can be sustained at required eruption rates since the primary1036

reservoir maintains an overpressure due to melt influx. This physical mechanism is1037

the underlying reason for our conclusions.1038

3.3 Timescale analysis1039

We can summarize the key features of the Magma Reservoir Models using a1040

few key characteristic timescales for the primary magma reservoir : timescale for re-1041

pressurization by recharge (trepress), crustal and visco-elastic shell relaxation (trelax),1042

establishment of significant conductivity between reservoirs (tcond), and the timescale1043

for overpressure relaxation by eruptions (tflux, Eqns. 19, 25-27, Table 1). We define1044

trelax as the minimum of tMaxwell and tR,relax compress since both of them represent1045

viscous stress relaxation in the surrounding crust. Using tflux to non-dimensionalize1046

the timescales, we get :1047

Θ1 = tflux(t = 0)/trelax (108)

Θ2 = tflux(t = 0)/tcond (109)

Θ3 = trepress/tflux(t = 0) (110)

We show a regime diagram with these non-dimensional numbers in Figure 12.1048

With two or more magma reservoirs, the full system behavior is controlled by an anal-1049

ogous set of non-dimensional numbers for the secondary reservoir. These additional1050

numbers are necessary to fully describe the model results, especially the absolute values1051

of the erupted volume and eruption rates. Additionally, the conduit width can signif-1052

icantly change (by a factor of 100 in some of the calculations) leading to a significant1053

time-evolution of the tflux. A full analysis of this system is beyond the scope of this1054

study. We do, however, find that Θ1,Θ2, and Θ3 provide a “qualitative” description1055

of the model behavior.1056

We first consider the case of high reservoir conductivity such that trepress and1057

tflux are comparable or tflux is smaller (i.e. Θ3 < 10, Figure 12A). If both the1058

timescales for magma recharge and crustal viscous stress relaxation are significantly1059

longer than the tflux ( Θ1 << 1, Θ2 << 1), then the erupted mass is sourced only1060

from the primary magma reservoir with a high initial eruption rate and short eruptions1061

(elastic limit, Figure 5). As the viscosity of the visco-elastic shell decreases, the rapid1062

relaxation of magma underpressure allows a continuous eruption at a low eruption rate1063

(Figure 7). Consequently, the time-averaged eruption rate (over the eruption duration)1064

for the system decreases. Since the magma eruption is long-lived, the recharge can1065

contribute to the erupted mass even for Θ2 < 1 (e.g., Figure 9C). This further increases1066

the total erupted volume.1067

At the other end-member, if the crust is elastic (Θ1 << 1) but the timescale1068

for recharge is large, i.e., Θ2 > 1, the recharge from the secondary reservoir will1069

ensure a high continuous eruption rate. Since the crustal response (for both magma1070

reservoirs) is primarily elastic, the eruptions will stop when both the magma reservoirs1071

are underpressurized. If instead, the crust has a lower viscosity (larger Θ1), eruptions1072

will be long-lived but with lower eruption rates. Thus maximum erupted mass in the1073

system is in the top right parameter space (Θ2 > 1, Θ2 > 1). The maximum time-1074
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Figure 12: Regime diagram for the two Ellipsoidal Reservoir Model. Using results from
Section 3.2, the changes in eruption fluxes and duration are illustrated on the regime dia-
gram (Panel A). In Panel B, we show how changes in physical properties of the reservoirs
as well as other characteristic timescale translate to movement in this regime space. We
also highlight a potential region for optimal continental flood basalt eruptions in Panel A.
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averaged eruption rates are for the lower right part of parameter space (Θ2 > 1, Θ2 <1075

1). A larger primary magma reservoir will increase the tflux for the same dike width,1076

thus moving us towards the top right of the parameter space. Given the model results1077

and the observational constraints, we anticipate that the optimal parameter space1078

for CFB eruptions is in the center-right part of the parameter space (Figure 12A).1079

However, the specific region of parameter space would depend on the parameters of1080

the secondary reservoirs.1081

If the size of the secondary magma reservoir is increased, the maximum erup-1082

tion rate, as well as the erupted volume, will increase along with potentially a small1083

increased time-averaged eruption rate (e.g., Figure 10A, 16C). We illustrate this in1084

Figure 12B with the blue arrow direction chosen to represent these characteristics.1085

On the other hand, if the reservoir conductivity decreases, both trepress and Θ3 will1086

increase. As illustrated by Figure 10C & 16D, this would typically lead to reduced1087

erupted volume as well as eruption rates (red arrow in Figure 12B).1088

3.3.1 Implications for CFB architecture1089

In conclusion, our model results clearly illustrate that eruptions from a single1090

large magma reservoir do not match the observational constraints on DT eruption1091

rates and eruption durations. Instead, magma recharge during the eruption from1092

secondary magma reservoirs is a key requirement. We posit that based on a variety1093

of observations, this secondary magma reservoir cannot just be a large lower crustal1094

magma body (See Section 5.2). Instead, our preferred model architecture for CFBs1095

is the presence of several small (∼ 102 - 103.5 km3) interconnected magma reservoirs1096

present throughout the crust. As illustrated in Figure 11 (with potentially even more1097

coupled reservoirs), such a magmatic architecture can help explain both the properties1098

of individual eruptive episodes as well as the intra-flow geochemical variability (Section1099

3.7).1100

4 Model results - Thermal Model1101

We next assess how crustal thermal evolution affects the ability of different1102

magma bodies to erupt vs. accumulate and grow. We first briefly describe the phase1103

space, how it relates to eruption frequency, and how changing reservoir and crustal1104

properties translate to the phase space. We then present model results for first a con-1105

stant time-averaged melt flux, followed by a melt flux representative of melt from a1106

mantle plume head.1107

4.1 Magmatic Timescales1108

We can define a magma reservoir’s eruptive dynamics using a set of four charac-1109

teristic timescales : tcviscous, t
c
cool, t

c
fill, and tcpress diff (Eqns 92-95, Degruyter & Huber,1110

2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019). In order to compare these timescales, we define the1111

following non-dimensional Deborah timescales (ratios of two different characteristic1112

times) :1113

Devisc = tcviscous/t
c
fill (111)

Decool = tccool/t
c
fill (112)

Depd = tcpress diff/t
c
fill (113)

(114)

In Figure 13A, we show the 2D regime diagram (assuming Depd >> 1). When1114

Deviscous < 1, the viscous relaxation will prevent a magma reservoir for reaching1115

sufficient overpressure to initiate diking to the surface (Degruyter & Huber, 2014). If1116
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Figure 13
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Figure 13 (previous page): Regime diagram for the non-dimensional magmatic timescales
(Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019) when pressure diffusion is not
important. In Panel A, we show how the eruptibility changes as a function of non-
dimensional parameters as well as which eruption mechanism dominates. In Panel B,
we used results from Townsend et al. (2019) and Black and Manga (2017) to illustrate
regions of reservoir growth vs shrinkage and how the eruption frequency changes across
the phase space. In Panel C, we illustrate the direction of translation in the phase space
based on potential changes in crustal and reservoir properties (Arrow line). The dashed
and dotted lines illustrate how different components - filling timescale (square), cooling
time (diamond), and viscous timescales (circle) contribute to the net motion in the phase
space.

Decool < 1 but Devisc > Decool, eruptions can still occur due to pressurization by1117

secondary volatile exsolution during cooling (Region 1) whereas in the converse, no1118

eruptions occur and the magma will accumulate as intrusions (Region 2). On the1119

other hand, Decool > 1 and Deviscous > 1 allows buildup of magma overpressure by1120

recharge (Region 4). Finally, if Decool > 1 and Deviscous < 1, the magma reservoir will1121

not cool rapidly enough to crystallize but any elastic stress accumulation is relaxed1122

too rapidly (Region 3). Thus, the only viable mechanism to initiate tensile failure is1123

buoyancy overpressure (See Section 2.2, Paper I) or external triggers (de Silva & Gregg,1124

2014; Gudmundsson, 2016). When Depd < 1 (not shown here, see Mittal & Richards,1125

2019), pressure diffusion of volatiles will reduce the ability of a magma reservoir to1126

pressurize and erupt. We show a couple of other orthogonal projections of the phase1127

space in Figure 14 (bottom right panel). In the limit of Deviscous >> 1, the phase1128

space behavior is similar with Depd being the stress relaxation mechanism instead of1129

Deviscous. Finally, when Deviscous > Depd, pore pressure diffusion is the relevant1130

relaxation mechanism while viscous stress relaxation dominates in the opposite case.1131

Within this 3D phase space, the eruption frequency and the reservoir growth1132

rate also vary. Based on the results from Townsend et al. (2019) and Black and1133

Manga (2017), we show the various regimes in Figure 13B for a 2-D slice of the full1134

phase space assuming Depd much larger than 1. In Region 1 (along with a small1135

fraction of Region 2), individual eruptions are associated with a net mass loss since1136

volatile exsolution increases the magma compressibility and hence the efficiency of the1137

eruption. Additionally, a single magma reservoir does not erupt very frequently or1138

many times before solidification (Degruyter & Huber, 2014). This result is a direct1139

consequence of the fact that volatile exsolution would generally require a significant1140

amount of cooling per cycle, and this is not very efficient to sustain frequently erupting1141

long-lived magma bodies.1142

In Region 3, on the other hand, the cooling timescale is much longer than the1143

recharge timescale leading to reservoir growth. Since buoyancy overpressure is the1144

primary mechanism for eruption, individual eruptions, if they occur, are large but1145

very infrequent (Black & Manga, 2017). Finally, in Region 4, recharge is an efficient1146

mechanism for eruptions. Consequently, the magma reservoir can erupt frequently but1147

does not accumulate much mass over multiple eruption cycles. We note these results1148

have been calculated using a much more simplified eruption model than presented in1149

the previous section. Specifically, an eruption in this model stops when the magma1150

pressure reaches lithostatic rather than the magmastatic condition (See discussion in1151

Section 3.1 Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019). Additionally, the1152

magma reservoir geometry can also influence the eruption frequency. Nevertheless,1153

we still expect that the overall pattern of eruption frequency and reservoir growth vs.1154
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shrinkage is a robust conclusion given the underlying physical mechanisms described1155

above.1156

The primary focus of our subsequent analysis is to assess how changes in magma1157

reservoir size, as well as crustal temperature, affect the likelihood of eruptibility. In1158

Figure 13C, we illustrate how these changes translate to the phase space (2D slice with1159

Depd >> 1). Firstly, an increase in magma reservoir size leads to a decrease in Decool1160

since tccool ∝ R2 (diamond in Figure 13C) while tcfill ∝ R3 (square in Figure 13C).1161

Similarly, Devisc as well as Depd decrease as well. Thus, in conclusion, an increase1162

in reservoir size is a net left-downward direction (Purple color). Since the buoyancy1163

overpressure is proportional to the reservoir’s height, an increase in the size of the1164

magma body would also increase the likelihood of buoyancy-driven eruption.1165

An increase in crustal temperature decreases the crustal viscosity (and hence1166

tcvisc - circle symbol in Figure 13C) and crustal permeability (Depd increase) while1167

increasing the cooling timescale tccool. In aggregate, the hotter crust is characterized by1168

a right-downward arrow in the 2D phase space (Brown color). A reduction in critical1169

overpressure ∆P increases the tcvisc without affecting any of the other timescales.1170

Hence, it is represented by an upward arrow (Red color). Finally, an increase in the1171

recharge rate decreases the tcfill and is thus represented by the right-upward arrow1172

(Blue color).1173

Besides the Deborah numbers described above, there is one additional charac-1174

teristic timescale in our 1D thermal model. Following Karlstrom et al. (2017), we1175

allow variability in the input melt flux with a time period Tperiod (Section 2.2.2).1176

Non-dimensionalizing this with the reservoir recharge timescale, we get another non-1177

dimension number :1178

Trc = Tperiod/t
c
fill (115)

Here Trc is the crustal transport number, which quantifies whether variability in melt1179

supply is significant compared to the mean recharge rate for a given magma reservoir.1180

Typically, an increase in parental melt flux would be associated with crustal temper-1181

ature increase (since not all the melt may be directly emplaced in the magma body)1182

and vice-versa. Thus, in the phase space (Figure 13C), periodic variations in melt flux1183

can trace a loop oriented along the right-upward arrow direction (Black color, Figure1184

13C). The larger the Trc value, the larger the amplitude of the corresponding loop.1185

4.2 Constant Melt flux1186

We first consider a constant time-averaged melt flux of 10−6 (km3/year)/km2
1187

at the base of the 30 km crustal section with a dike injection lengthscale (Lrngdike) of1188

15 km (See Section 2.2 and 2.3 for other parameter choices) and Trcr ∼ 0.05 (Figure1189

14, top panel). Integrated over the mantle plume head with a radius of ∼ 500 km1190

(e.g., Farnetani et al., 2018) also approximately equivalent to the circular area of DT),1191

our chosen flux represents a total melt flux of 0.75 km3/year. Since we do not model1192

explicitly regions of melt accumulation in our model, all input crustal melt is emplaced1193

stochastically as dikes. Consequently, our chosen parameter value is, to first order,1194

reasonable since a substantial fraction of the plume melt will accumulate in magma1195

bodies and feed surface eruptions. The total duration of all our model calculations is1196

2 Ma.1197

We show the results for this parameter set in Figure 14. In the top panel, we1198

plot the input melt flux at the base of the crust. The bottom left panel of Figure 141199

shows the results of the thermal calculation over time along with the corresponding1200

values of various De numbers for a small magma body (ac, bc: 2 km, 600 m) as well as1201

the Buoyancy overpressure w.r.t local lithostatic pressure. We find that with contin-1202

ued melt emplacement into the crust, the lower crustal temperature increases rapidly1203
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Figure 14: 1D thermal evolution model with constant melt input with a dike length-scale
of 15 km (w.r.t the base of the crust). The Figure panel on the top shows the time-history
of melt flux into the crustal column, the middle figure shows the thermal evolution of the
crustal column as well as various non-dimensional timescales (Degruyter & Huber, 2014;
Mittal & Richards, 2019) while the third figure shows the magmatic regime diagram for
ascertaining the eruptibility of magma for reservoirs at different depths. The initial con-
centrations of water and CO2 in the melt is calculated for 10% degree of partial melting
with a mantle source composition of 750 ppm CO2 and 0.23 wt % H2O.
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while the upper crust remains cold due to hydrothermal circulation and Lrngdike of 151204

km. Because of the increase in temperature and a corresponding decrease in crustal1205

viscosity, both the Maxwell and the viscous relaxation times decrease. There is also a1206

corresponding increase in the cooling timescale due to higher background temperature.1207

Finally, the crustal permeability at great depths is too low to significantly affect pore1208

pressure diffusion. Coupled with the low volume fraction of magmatic volatile phase1209

at depth, Depd is very large in the lower crust but is much less than 1 in the top1210

∼ 5 km of the crust. Since the magma reservoir is only 600 m depth, the buoyancy1211

overpressure is negligible for all depths.1212

The bottom right panel of Figure 14 shows three projections of the De number1213

phase space (described in the previous section). In this phase space, we show the1214

temporal De number trajectories for magma bodies emplaced at a few different depths.1215

The Depd vs. Devisc phase space (Panel III) shows that the dominant stress relaxation1216

process at shallow depths (5 km and 9 km depths) is pore pressure diffusion. In1217

contrast, viscous stress relaxation is more important for deeper magma bodies. Thus,1218

the appropriate 2D phase space for the shallow bodies is Depd vs. Decool (Panel II)1219

while Devisc vs. Decool (Panel I) is the relevant phase for the deeper magma reservoirs.1220

Due to the high crustal permeability, the 5 km depth magma body is likely1221

to never erupt. In contrast, the same sized magma body at the 9 km depth can1222

erupt due to volatile exsolution throughout the 2 Ma time interval (if the melt has1223

sufficient volatiles). We find that although even deeper magma bodies can initially1224

erupt via volatile exsolution, the temperature increase eventually shuts off eruptions1225

with buoyancy overpressure being the only viable eruption mechanism. In Figures1226

15, 16, 17, we show the results for the same thermal model for three different magma1227

reservoir sizes (ac, bc): 2km, 600m; 5 km, 1.5 km; and 20 km, 5 km. The pattern for all1228

three magma bodies in their respective panel I are essentially the same except that the1229

trajectories are translated to the left for larger magma bodies. This result is consistent1230

with the conclusions from the previous section (and illustrated by the purple arrow1231

in Figure 13C). It is interesting to note that the larger magma bodies are typically in1232

the no-eruption phase space as opposed to the smaller bodies which transit that phase1233

space quickly with changing temperatures (See Figure 15 vs. Figure 17).1234

Next, we show the results with a more volatile-rich mantle composition: 15001235

ppm CO2 and 0.46 wt % H2O (See discussion in Section 2.3.2) in Figure 18B. The1236

main consequence of this change vis-a-vis the standard case (Figure 15) is the deeper1237

volatile exsolution of CO2 and smaller pressure diffusion timescale. As a result, the1238

primary stress relaxation mechanism for some of the mid-crustal magma bodies (17,1239

21 km depths) is initially not viscous relaxation. Thus, with higher initial volatile1240

content, the relevance of pore pressure diffusion increases to greater crustal depths.1241

Finally, in Figure 18A, we show the model results for a 10x higher input melt flux:1242

10−5 (km3/year)/km2. Unsurprisingly, the crustal temperature increases much more1243

rapidly with the larger melt flux. The larger melt flux (and the consequent decrease1244

in recharge timescale) translates the trajectories towards the upper right part of the1245

phase space in Figure 18A, Panel I (also see blue arrow in Figure 13C). Consequently,1246

some of the upper to mid-crustal magma bodies can initially erupt due to recharge1247

associated over-pressurization and have frequent eruptions. Eventually, the increasing1248

crustal temperature translates most magma bodies to the buoyancy overpressure part1249

of the phase space.1250

In conclusion, we find that smaller magma bodies typically are easier to erupt1251

than larger magma bodies. We find that pore pressure diffusion is an important1252

process for the upper crustal magma bodies, and this can significantly inhibit eruption1253

likelihood. A magma body may eventually lose enough volatiles to the crust and/or1254

trap low volume fraction magmatic volatiles by capillary trapping (e.g., Parmigiani et1255
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Figure 15: 1D thermal evolution model with constant melt input with a dike length-scale
of 15 km (w.r.t the base of the crust) for a small magma reservoir. The Figure panel on
the top (Panel A) shows the time-history of melt flux into the crustal column. For each
panel, the middle figure shows the thermal evolution of the crustal column as well as
various non-dimensional timescales (Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019)
while the third figure shows the magmatic regime diagram for ascertaining the eruptibility
of magma for reservoirs at different depths. The initial concentrations of water and CO2

in the melt is calculated for 10% degree of partial melting with a mantle source composi-
tion of 750 ppm CO2 and 0.23 wt % H2O.
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Figure 16: 1D thermal evolution model with constant melt input with a dike length-scale
of 15 km (w.r.t the base of the crust) for a medium magma reservoir. The Figure panel
on the top (Panel A) shows the time-history of melt flux into the crustal column. For
each panel, the middle figure shows the thermal evolution of the crustal column as well as
various non-dimensional timescales (Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019)
while the third figure shows the magmatic regime diagram for ascertaining the eruptibility
of magma for reservoirs at different depths. The initial concentrations of water and CO2

in the melt is calculated for 10% degree of partial melting with a mantle source composi-
tion of 750 ppm CO2 and 0.23 wt % H2O.
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Figure 17: 1D thermal evolution model with constant melt input with a dike length-scale
of 15 km (w.r.t the base of the crust) for a large magma reservoir. The Figure panel on
the top (Panel A) shows the time-history of melt flux into the crustal column. For each
panel, the middle figure shows the thermal evolution of the crustal column as well as
various non-dimensional timescales (Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019)
while the third figure shows the magmatic regime diagram for ascertaining the eruptibility
of magma for reservoirs at different depths. The initial concentrations of water and CO2

in the melt is calculated for 10% degree of partial melting with a mantle source composi-
tion of 750 ppm CO2 and 0.23 wt % H2O.
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Figure 18: 1D thermal evolution model with constant melt input with a dike length-
scale of 15 km (w.r.t the base of the crust). For each Panel, the Figure panel on the left
shows the time-history of melt flux into the crustal column, the middle figure shows the
thermal evolution of the crustal column as well as various non-dimensional timescales
(Degruyter & Huber, 2014; Mittal & Richards, 2019) while the third figure shows the
magmatic regime diagram for ascertaining the eruptibility of magma for reservoirs at dif-
ferent depths. The two sets of figure panels show the calculations for a same sized magma
reservoir - 5 km semi-major axis, 1.5 km semi-minor axis, with different melt input fluxes
and mantle volatile composition (Panel A, B, also see Figure 16). The initial concentra-
tions of water and CO2 in the melt is calculated for 10% degree of partial melting with a
mantle source composition of 750 ppm CO2 and 0.23 wt % H2O (Panel A) and 1500 ppm
and CO2 and 0.46 wt % H2O (Panel B)
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al., 2016) to become volatile depleted and eruptible by other mechanisms. Additionally,1256

the formation of a thermal aureole around the magma reservoir may also decrease1257

the efficiency of pore pressure diffusion (See discussion in Mittal & Richards, 2019).1258

Nevertheless, volatile loss by passive degassing is likely a significant stress relaxation1259

process in the upper crust. For mid-crustal magma bodies, we find that the eruption1260

mechanism and hence eruption frequency depend sensitively to the mass influx rate1261

as well as melt volatile content. In particular, higher melt flux allows recharge-driven1262

frequent eruptions for a 5 km x 1.5 km magma body at 9-15 km depths (Figure 18A).1263

In contrast, the higher crustal temperature and corresponding lower viscosity make1264

buoyancy overpressure the only viable mechanism for eruptions.1265

4.3 Plume-type melt flux1266

Since there are significant changes in both input melt flux and the degree of1267

partial melting during a CFB event, we represent the crustal melt input as a Weibull1268

distribution function with some additional noise following Black and Manga (2017)1269

(Figure 19A). The degree of partial melting also follows the same functional form1270

with a maximum of 10 % (e.g., Mahoney, 1988). To first order, this functional form1271

approximates the observed pattern of alkali melts at the start and the end of the1272

Deccan Traps main phase volcanism (Section 3.1, Section 3.2 Paper I). The peak melt1273

crustal melt flux is about 10−5 (km3/year)/km2, equating to about 7.5 km3/year over1274

a 500 km radius plume head (or equivalently ∼ 1.5 km3/year for a 200 km radius). In1275

Figures 19, 20, and 21 we show the results of this model set up for a small, medium,1276

and large magma reservoir size (ac, bc): 2km, 600m; 5 km, 1.5 km; and 20 km, 5 km1277

respectively.1278

Compared to the results in Figure 18A, the main difference is that initially the1279

degree of melting is very small (∼ 1 %), leading to very volatile-rich initial melts.1280

Consequently, significant CO2 exsolution occurs in the lower crust, which in turn1281

ensures a non-zero crustal permeability in the cold crust. With an increasing degree1282

of melting, the volatile content decreases with a consequent increase of Depd in the1283

lower crust. Eventually, the degree of melting decreases and the melt’s volatile content1284

increases again. The strong effect of changing degrees of partial melting can be seen1285

in the Depd vs. Devisc phase space panels in Figures 19, 20, and 21. Since the crustal1286

viscosity progressively decreases during a CFB event, the trajectories loop back but1287

are not closed loops.1288

For the small sill shaped magma body (ac, bc - 2 km, 600 m), pore-pressure1289

diffusion is the primary stress relaxation mechanism at upper crustal depths (5 km)1290

throughout the calculations and the mid-crustal depths (9 & 17 km) for the initial part1291

(Figure 19B, Right Panel III). Analyzing the corresponding phase space plot (Figure1292

19B, Right Panel II) for these magma bodies, we find that the shallow depth reservoir1293

remains within the buoyancy overpressure regime. In contrast, the others are in the1294

recharge-dominated regime permitting frequent eruptions. Given the small vertical1295

extent of the magma body, the buoyancy overpressure is small even with high volatile1296

content (Figure 19B). Consequently, the eruption of the shallowest magma reservoir1297

seems potentially tricky. However, we posit that since these magma bodies are close1298

to the region of recharge dominated eruptions, stochastic variations in the input melt1299

flux (loops in the phase space, Figure 13C) may be sufficient to enable eruptions.1300

Furthermore, if we account for a potentially larger fraction of the plume melt1301

flux feeding the magma reservoirs instead of being emplaced in the crust as dikes,1302

we can further translate the trajectories towards the top right corner. Considering1303

depths where viscous stress relaxation dominates, we find that mid-crustal magma1304

bodies typically start in the recharge-dominated regime before transitioning at various1305

times to the buoyancy regime with increasing temperature (Figure 19B, Right Panel I).1306
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Figure 19: 1D thermal evolution model with time-varying melt input and a dike length-
scale of 15 km (w.r.t the base of the crust) for a small magma reservoir. The input melt
flux as well the degree of partial melting follow a weibull distribution (as shown the top
figure panel A) to approximate the melting history from a flood basalt event. The initial
concentrations of water and CO2 in the melt is calculated for temporally varying degree
of partial melting (maximum of 10 %) with a mantle source composition of 750 ppm CO2

and 0.23 wt % H2O.
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Figure 20: 1D thermal evolution model with time-varying melt input and a dike length-
scale of 15 km (w.r.t the base of the crust) for a medium magma reservoir. The input
melt flux as well the degree of partial melting follow a weibull distribution (as shown the
top figure panel A) to approximate the melting history from a flood basalt event. The
initial concentrations of water and CO2 in the melt is calculated for temporally varying
degree of partial melting (maximum of 10 %) with a mantle source composition of 750
ppm CO2 and 0.23 wt % H2O.
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Figure 21: 1D thermal evolution model with time-varying melt input and a dike length-
scale of 15 km (w.r.t the base of the crust) for a large magma reservoir. The input melt
flux as well the degree of partial melting follow a weibull distribution (as shown the top
figure panel A) to approximate the melting history from a flood basalt event. The initial
concentrations of water and CO2 in the melt is calculated for temporally varying degree
of partial melting (maximum of 10 %) with a mantle source composition of 750 ppm CO2

and 0.23 wt % H2O.
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Thus, while small sized mid-crustal bodies can frequently erupt with minimal growth1307

rate, lower crustal bodies will typically erupt very infrequently and accumulate mass1308

over time.1309

We find broadly similar results for the larger magma reservoir (ac, bc - 5 km,1310

1.5 km) with recharge associated eruptions likely for upper-crustal and mid-crustal1311

magma bodies, especially after including some melt influx variability (Figure 20B, Left1312

Panels I & II). The eruption likelihood is further enhanced by the larger buoyancy1313

overpressure (due to the larger vertical extent of the magma body) for the upper1314

crustal bodies. Thus, the additional elastic overpressure required for an eruption is1315

lower. Consequently, all the trajectories will be translated upward further, making1316

recharge or volatile-exsolution associated eruptions likely (Figure 13C, red arrow). In1317

contrast, medium sized magma reservoirs are not expected to erupt frequently in the1318

lower crust and will instead grow rapidly over time.1319

Finally, for the largest magma body (ac, bc - 20 km, 5 km), the right downward1320

translation of phase space trajectories (Figure 21B, Left Panel I; Figure 13C) moves1321

several magma bodies into either the no-eruption regime or the volatile exsolution1322

regime. Thus, we expect infrequent eruptions if at all in this scenario. We note1323

that the buoyancy overpressure is much higher, especially in the upper crust due to1324

the coupled CO2- H2O exsolution as well as in the lower crust due to higher crustal1325

density. Thus, some of the shallow, as well as lower crustal bodies, would likely be1326

eruptible (Marsh, 1989).1327

4.4 Implications for CFB architecture1328

In conclusion, we find that at upper and mid-crustal depths, a medium-sized1329

magma body (ac, bc ∼ 5 km, 1.5 km) is the optimal geometry given the requirement1330

for frequent eruptions as well as being able to erupt sufficient volume in each eruptive1331

episode (e.g., Figure 6, Section 3, Paper I). Additionally, we have some direct evidence1332

of similarly sized intruded magma bodies in the DT geophysical datasets (Section 6,1333

Paper I).1334

In the lower crust, however, viscous stress relaxation is too rapid to permit any1335

other eruption mechanism (among the ones considered here) besides buoyancy over-1336

pressure. This result is, however, very challenging to reconcile with the requirement for1337

frequent surface eruptions. The results from Black and Manga (2017) clearly illustrate1338

that large magma reservoirs with failure due to buoyancy overpressure have a long1339

hiatus between eruptions (also see Section 2.2.3, Figure 13B). Furthermore, there is1340

clear geochemical evidence for significant lower crustal assimilation - fractional crystal-1341

lization in the erupted lavas (e.g., Mahoney, 1988; Sen, 2001, and references therein,1342

Section 3.1, Paper I). Thus, the erupted magmas spent some time in lower crustal1343

magma reservoirs.1344

In order to address these challenges, we posit that we are missing a critical1345

physical process in our model framework - the viscous flow of the surrounding country1346

rock and formation of vertically extensive but spatially limited melt pathways (Cao et1347

al., 2016; Rummel et al., 2018; Seropian et al., 2018; Colón et al., 2019). We envision1348

that initially, the parental melt is stochastically emplaced in the lower crust with1349

infrequent recharge into a single magma body (large Trc). As long is Tperiod/t
c
cool ∼1350

0.1 - 1, individual magma bodies can cool sufficiently to produce buoyancy overpressure1351

but still remain eruptible (Marsh, 1989, 2013). This buoyancy overpressure, in turn,1352

leads to magma flow towards the top of the magma reservoir along (and associated1353

crustal deformation) with the potential formation of non-elastic weak shear zones as1354

well as brittle-ductile or ductile dikes (Scheibert et al., 2017; Bertelsen et al., 2018;1355

Seropian et al., 2018; Haug et al., 2018; Kjøll et al., 2019). These deformation pathways1356

can be used by the magma body to ascend to shallower depths. Typically, the critical1357
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overpressure is lower for these mechanisms in comparison to tensile failure (Cao et al.,1358

2016). Thus, over time, the magma body would become vertically extended with larger1359

column-integrated buoyancy which further promotes deformation/tensile failure. Due1360

to decreasing crustal temperature, as well as changes in the upper crustal rheology, the1361

efficiency of this process will eventually decrease, and magma reservoir failure would1362

become dominated by brittle tensile failure (Cao et al., 2016; Rummel et al., 2018)1363

at mid-crustal depths. Additionally, the lower density of the middle crust reduces the1364

magma-crustal density difference (e.g., Figure 21B). Since this cannot be compensated1365

by increased volatile exsolution until shallower depths, the overall driving buoyancy1366

pressure will also decrease (Figure 8).1367

We hypothesize that a combination of larger buoyancy overpressure, shorter ab-1368

solute cooling timescales for a small reservoir, and periodic large melt influx (leading1369

to more elongated Trc loops, Figure 13C) allow frequent eruptions from the lower1370

crust. As the CFB magmatic system matures, we envision that the lower crustal mag-1371

matic system develops quasi-connected conduit style pathways analogous to the four1372

ultramafic intrusions in the Seiland igneous province (Larsen et al., 2018). The area1373

of each of these intrusions is only a few 100 km2, but they have roots of up to 9 km.1374

We note that a variety of physical mechanisms can form ductile shear zones. These1375

include shear heating and thermal softening by small shear strains leading to sponta-1376

neous ductile shear zone generation (e.g., Kiss et al., 2019), reaction-weakening caused1377

by infiltration of fluids (Mancktelow & Pennacchioni, 2005; Sørensen et al., 2019),1378

or fabric development in rock with significant mechanical heterogeneities (Montési,1379

2013). Thus, the formation of weak zones can occur under a wide variety of thermo-1380

mechanical conditions for the lower crust and is observed in some exhumed rift margins1381

and magmatic bodies (Wenker & Beaumont, 2018; Tetreault & Buiter, 2018; Koptev1382

et al., 2018; Francois et al., 2018; Korchinski et al., 2018; Kjøll et al., 2019; Sørensen1383

et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2020).1384

5 New Conceptual Model for CFB magmatic system1385

Based on the observational constraints as well as the results from the magma1386

reservoir model and thermal model, we propose a new conceptual model for CFB1387

volcanism. The key feature of this model is that individual CFB eruptive episodes are1388

fed by a series of small interconnected trans-crustal magma reservoirs instead of a sin-1389

gle large magma reservoir. In Figure 22, we show a schematic representation of this1390

model with three stages of CFB volcanism: Early phase, Main phase, and Late-stage1391

continental flood basalt volcanism. Our proposed model structure builds upon vari-1392

ous conceptual CFB magmatic architectures (Section 2.1, Paper I). In particular, our1393

results closely resemble the proposed model for the Ethiopian Traps by Krans et al.1394

(2018) as well as H. C. Sheth and Cañón-Tapia (2015) to explain composite Deccan1395

Trap dikes. However, we can constrain the magmatic structure more quantitatively,1396

especially with regards to the size of individual magma reservoirs and the physical1397

processes driving eruptions. We acknowledge that a real continental flood basalt such1398

as the Deccan Traps likely had multiple eruptive centers (e.g., Section 3.2, ) as well as1399

different sources of parental melt source compositions (Section 3.1). In the following,1400

we do not attempt to explain this full geochemical complexity. Instead, our conceptual1401

model is focused on explaining the overall eruptive tempo and some key geochemical1402

features of CFBs.1403

5.1 Stage 1a : Early Phase Flood Basalt1404

Initially, low-degree melts from partial melting in the mantle plume head and the1405

metasomatized mantle lithosphere ascend through some combination of brittle-ductile1406

dikes (Havlin et al., 2013; Kjøll et al., 2019), diapiric melt bodies, and two-phase melt1407
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Figure 22 (previous page): Conceptual model for the magmatic structure of a continental
flood basalt sequence in three stages : Early Stage Flood Basalts (Panel A), Main Stage
Flood Basalts (Panel B), and Late Stage Flood Basalts (Panel C). The most voluminous
surface eruptions occur during the Main Stage Flood Basalts while the maximum passive
degassing typically occurs towards the end of Early Stage CFBs. The darker colors in the
plume head signify the degree of partial melting which increases from Early stage to Main
stage and decreases again in the Late Stage. In the crustal magmatic system, the light
yellow color (Late Stage Panel C) indicates the presence of a rhyolitic magma reservoir.
In all the panels, the shaded crustal grayscale colors represent the background geotherm.

channelization (Aharonov et al., 1997; Katz et al., 2006; Solano et al., 2012; Weatherley1408

& Katz, 2012; Keller et al., 2013; Weatherley & Katz, 2015; Schmeling et al., 2018,1409

2019). Since these melts are highly volatile enriched (Katz et al., 2003; Black & Gibson,1410

2019), they can exsolve significant CO2 during decompression even at lower crustal1411

depths (1st boiling, Edmonds & Wallace, 2017, Figure 19B). These melts are thus1412

expected to be very buoyant, highly compressible, and have a lower solidus temperature1413

(Black & Gibson, 2019; Yaxley et al., 2019). As a consequence, these melts can erupt to1414

the surface from deep crustal reservoirs by buoyancy overpressure alone without much1415

mid/upper crustal storage (Black & Manga, 2017). The typical magma reservoirs1416

feeding these eruptions are expected to be either medium-sized ellipsoidal bodies or1417

small but vertically elongated magma bodies. In some cases, the erupted melts ascend1418

through the crust rapidly enough to carry mantle and lower crustal xenoliths (e.g., Ray1419

et al. (2016); alkali basaltic lava flows and dikes in Kutchh subprovince). Additionally,1420

the pre-existing crustal tectonic structure, such as old faults and shear zones, serve1421

as important controls on the melt transport, volatile degassing, and the location of1422

eruptions (e.g., Latyshev et al., 2018) Siberian Traps, Section 5 (Paper I) for Deccan1423

Traps observations, Gettysburg Sill associated with CAMP (Mangan et al., 1993), and1424

the Franklin sills (Bédard et al., 2012)).1425

5.2 Stage 1b : Early Phase Flood Basalt1426

Over time (∼ 105 - 106 years), the melt’s volatile content will decrease due to1427

increasing degrees of partial melting. Thus, individual Moho-depth magma reservoirs1428

will not have enough buoyancy overpressure due to decompression alone. Also, the1429

magmatism will progressively heat the lower crust. As a consequence of these two1430

effects, parental melts will start accumulating at depth in several small-medium sized1431

bodies rather than erupting. With progressive cooling and differentiation and associ-1432

ated volatile exsolution (Karlstrom & Richards, 2011), the buoyancy overpressure will1433

increase. Coupled with non-tensile failure mechanisms, the higher buoyancy pressure1434

will enable the development of small, stacked but vertically extensive magma bodies1435

(or at least melt bodies which are temporarily connected vertically, See Section 4.4).1436

We posit that eventually these processes will lead to an efficient conduit style lower1437

crustal transport system even within an overall stacked sill style system. For lower1438

melt flux CFBs (e.g. the Snake River Plains), the system may never transition to1439

this fully connected regime leading to more sporadic surface eruptions with more geo-1440

chemical variations between flows fed by individual sills/set of sills (Potter et al., 2018;1441

Shervais et al., 2006).1442

In conclusion, we propose that during Stage 1 of a CFB, the initial eruption1443

efficiency (and frequency) from the lower crust will be very high. It will subsequently1444

decrease before increasing again towards the end of Stage 1. To have this initial increase1445

(as well as match observations), it is critical that the lower crustal magmatic system1446
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is not a single large magma reservoir but is instead comprised of a small-medium sized1447

(few 100 km3) magma body embedded in a mush zone.1448

We propose a similar time progression for the mid and upper crustal magma1449

bodies. Initially, the shallower crust is both colder and has high permeability. Thus,1450

there is initially a high likelihood for the magma reservoir to freeze in place and lose1451

most of its volatiles to the surrounding crust leading to high cooling rate (Hepworth et1452

al., 2020). Over time, both the mantle melt flux and the lower crustal melt transport1453

efficiency will increase along with higher crustal temperatures. These changes will en-1454

able mid-upper crustal magma to remain eruptible for longer, reduce the effectiveness1455

of pore pressure diffusion, and permit eruptions by recharge associated overpressure1456

(See Section 4.3 and 4.4). Additionally, the presence of potentially more eruptible1457

magma bodies will permit an individual eruption to include more secondary reservoirs1458

with progressively decreasing conductivity timescales and higher conductivity (Sec-1459

tions 5.2.3, 5.3.1). Thus, we expect that both the eruption frequency as well as the1460

volume of individual eruptive episodes would increase towards the end of Stage 1.1461

We emphasize that the same set of magma reservoirs do not need to feed each erup-1462

tive episode. Instead, each eruption represents a stochastic network of magma reser-1463

voirs that can connect depending on the crustal stress state, their internal overpres-1464

sure, and eruptive history. Conceptually, this is similar to the idea of an open-system1465

trans-crustal magamatic system that has been proposed for present-day arc volcanism1466

(Marsh, 2013; Cashman et al., 2017; Bergantz et al., 2015). Typically, a given magma1467

reservoir will only be part of an eruption episode every 0.5-5 kyr. Thus, there is suf-1468

ficient time for shallow plagioclase fractionation despite relatively frequent eruptive1469

episodes (Section 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, Paper I). The crustal residence time for some of the1470

upper crustal magma bodies erupted towards the end of Stage 1b may be particularly1471

long (e.g., 2-10 kyr) since the system is transitioning from a low to a high eruption1472

probability. Thus, recharge driven individual eruptive episodes may entrain the mag-1473

matic mushes (both the melt and the large plagioclase crystals) from the primary or1474

secondary reservoirs in some cases. Mush disaggregation and entrainment by a car-1475

rier melt has been geochemically shown to be an important process during the Laki1476

1783 eruption, a modern CFB analog (Passmore et al., 2012; Neave et al., 2017) as1477

well as a number of modern ocean island basalts (Gleeson et al., 2020). In partic-1478

ular, the ocean island observations suggest that with increasing mantle melt fluxes,1479

the primary mush zone feeding the eruption moves from mantle lithosphere depths1480

to shallower crustal levels(Gleeson et al., 2020). For CFBs in particular, Capriolo et1481

al. (2020) found that the CO2 rich melt inclusions were geochemically distinct from1482

their surrounding rock suggestive of recharge and transport of magmatic cargo from1483

magmatic mushes. Finally, similar processes have also suggested explaining the oc-1484

currence of GPB flows with large concentrations and sizes of plagioclase phenocrysts1485

in the Deccan Traps (Beane et al., 1986; Higgins & Chandrasekharam, 2007; Krish-1486

namurthy, 2019) as well as the Iceland Neogene flood basalts (Óskarsson et al., 2017)1487

and the Emeishan province (L. Cheng et al., 2014; L.-L. Cheng et al., 2014). Based on1488

Sr isotope zoning in plagioclase crystals as well as crystal size distributions, Higgins1489

and Chandrasekharam (2007); L. Cheng et al. (2014); Borges et al. (2014) inferred a1490

GPB growth timescale of up to a few thousand years (See H. Sheth (2016) for more1491

discussion and alternative models). Concerning the DT, we envision that the Kalsubai1492

sub-group with several GPBs represents the end of Stage 1 of the CFB magmatic1493

system.1494

Finally, with regards to passive degassing of magmatic volatiles, we expect an1495

initial increase in degassing efficiency due to crustal melt storage and high permeability1496

followed by a decline due to thermal maturation of the crust. The total volume of1497

magmatic volatiles degassed depends on both the efficiency of degassing as well as1498

the shallow melt volume. Thus, we anticipate that the peak passive degassing will be1499
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shifted closer towards the end of stage 1 coincident with increasing surface eruptions.1500

This physical mechanism (briefly suggested in Sprain et al. (2019)) thus provides a1501

natural explanation for the observed pre-K-Pg global warming observed in a various1502

marine and terrestrial paleo-proxy records (Hull et al., 2020) which is co-incident with1503

the eruption of Kalsubai sub-group (Sprain et al., 2019; Schoene et al., 2019).1504

We readily acknowledge that this temporal pattern does not include any poten-1505

tial carbon release from heating and assimilation of country rocks. Multiple studies1506

have suggested that this additional carbon source, primarily due to crustal heating by1507

shallow sill complexes, is critical for CFBs such as Siberian Traps, Karoo, CAMP, and1508

NAMP (Svensen et al., 2018, and references therein). Since the shallow sill network1509

may be emplaced after the lava flows (Section 6.4, Paper I) due to the mechanical1510

loading at the surface, the temporal rate of passive degassing for these systems can be1511

significantly modified.1512

5.3 Stage 2: Main Stage Flood Basalt1513

With increasing mantle melt flux, shallowing lithosphere-asthenosphere bound-1514

ary (N. Kumar et al., 2013; H. Wang et al., 2015; Maurya et al., 2016; Dessai et1515

al., 2020), along with a higher degree of partial melting and the development of ver-1516

tically integrated melt pathways in the lower crust, the CFB system transitions to1517

Stage 2- Main stage flood basalt sequence. During this time period, the mid-upper1518

crustal magmatic system is composed of a set of small-medium (5-15 km semi-major1519

axis) magma bodies that progressively become more connected over time (higher con-1520

ductivity and lower conductivity timescale). This, in turn, leads to both larger and1521

potentially shorter eruptions since the conductivity timescales are faster (e.g., Wai1522

subgroup flows, especially Poladpur, see Section 3.3 Paper I). Additionally, with in-1523

creasing magma mixing and rapid eruptions, the magmatic system becomes geochem-1524

ically homogenized through REAFC/RTF style processes (e.g., K. Cox, 1988, Section1525

2.2 Paper I). The geochemical variations are further reduced by less crustal interac-1526

tion due to basaltic plating as well as a similar themo-chemical environment for the1527

different crustal magma bodies (Mahoney, 1988; Chatterjee & Bhattacharji, 2008; Yu1528

et al., 2015; Larsen et al., 2018; Heinonen et al., 2019; Potter et al., 2018). Due to the1529

high rate of magma recharge as well as restricted reservoir size, eruptions are frequent1530

and primarily recharge rate driven.1531

We hypothesize that during Stage 2, the magmatic stresses determine the crustal1532

stress field instead of far-field tectonic stress. For the DT, this is potentially illustrated1533

by changes in the orientation of dike swarms over time from being more oriented (and1534

feeding the lower Formations, e.g., Narmada-Tapi Swarm) to less oriented (feeding1535

Wai subgroup, e.g., Central Dike swarm Vanderkluysen et al. (2011); M. A. Richards1536

et al. (2015) and Section 5.1). Towards the end of Stage 2, the decreasing crustal1537

viscosity (due to higher temperatures) will potentially lead to longer and larger in-1538

dividual eruptive episodes but with slightly reduced eruption rates (e.g., Ambenali1539

flows, see Section 3.3 and 5.2.2). We note that within our conceptual model, the rapid1540

transitions between geochemical formations is challenging to explain. These abrupt1541

changes may be indicative of either state transitions in the magmatic system due1542

to “thermo-poro-chemo-elastic” interactions between magma reservoirs (Parks et al.,1543

2017; Elshaafi & Gudmundsson, 2018; Albino et al., 2019; Mittal & Richards, 2019;1544

Belardinelli et al., 2019) or spatial changes in eruptive centers with a separate plumb-1545

ing system (e.g., Wolff & Ramos, 2013, for Columbia River Basalts). For the Deccan,1546

the potential change in dike swarms feeding individual geochemical subgroups provides1547

some support for this hypothesis.1548
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5.4 Stage 3: Late Stage Flood Basalt1549

Eventually, the mantle melt flux into the system decreases along with a lower1550

degree of melting of a depleted mantle plume head. Thus, although the volatile content1551

of the magmas is potentially higher than “main-phase” CFBs, it is insufficient to1552

allow frequent eruptions (akin to Stage 1a) through a hot crust. Additionally, over1553

time, the deep crustal rheology also evolves due to metamorphic reactions as well1554

as the continued influx of CO2 rich fluids and magma (e.g., Larsen et al., 2018).1555

Typically, these processes would lead to a weaker lower crust (Black & Gibson, 2019;1556

Bürgmann & Dresen, 2008; Karlstrom & Richards, 2011). The lower crustal viscosity1557

is further reduced due to the lower viscosity of the large cumulate ultramafic region1558

(composed primarily of clinopyroxene and olivine, M. Richards et al., 2013) vis-a-vis1559

a typical continental crust (some anorthite and clinopyroxene, Karlstrom & Richards,1560

2011). Thus consequent faster viscous relaxation leads to both faster lower crustal1561

flow (disrupting melt transport pathways) as well as reduced efficiency of recharge1562

to trigger eruptions. In aggregate, the eruption efficiency in the system progressively1563

decreases. Some of the larger lower and upper crustal magma bodies can persist for1564

a long time, slowly building up buoyancy but never being sufficient to erupt to the1565

surface. Furthermore, continued crystallization and solidification front instabilities1566

(Marsh, 2002) can generate rhyolitic magmas that erupt towards the end of the DT1567

eruptive sequence (Section 3.2, Paper I). If there is some continental rifting in this time-1568

period, the eruption of both shallow and deep melts become easier (e.g., the Mumbai1569

sequence, Hooper et al., 2010). It is noteworthy that for Deccan in particular, we have1570

limited information of the eruptive tempo and composition of the massive offshore1571

volcanism and the rift formation (Fainstein et al., 2019). Thus, it is very likely that1572

the part of our Phase 3 was interrupted by continental rifting initiating a new oceanic1573

spreading center (Yatheesh, 2020).1574

Within our conceptual model framework, the typical one million year duration1575

of “main phase” CFB volcanism is a consequence of two related processes. Firstly, the1576

thermal maturity of the crust decreases due to reduced melt flux with plate motion over1577

the mantle plume. Thus, it is difficult for smaller magma bodies to remain eruptible.1578

Secondly, with an increase in the size of the connected magma reservoirs (Biggs &1579

Annen, 2019), especially in the lower crust, the eruption efficiency by any mechanism1580

other than buoyancy becomes harder. As illustrated by Black and Manga (2017), there1581

is a long hiatus time before large magma bodies can build up buoyancy overpressure1582

and erupt. We posit that towards the end of the CFB sequence, this overpressure1583

condition may never be achieved due to decreasing melt input.1584

6 Discussion1585

6.1 What makes CFB eruptive episodes unique ?1586

Individual eruptive episodes in continental flood basalts are unique compared1587

to any modern basaltic volcanic system (e.g., Hawaii and Iceland), with much larger1588

erupted volumes and eruption durations, but not necessarily larger flux rates. Never-1589

theless, we propose that a CFB magmatic system can still be considered as a scaled-up1590

version of these modern analogs with one key difference. As we show with our model1591

results, the larger magma flux from a mantle plume head (and the consequent thermal1592

input) allows multiple magma bodies to remain thermally viable with a high likelihood1593

of inter-reservoir connectivity due to thermo-poro-mechanical processes (e.g., Belar-1594

dinelli et al., 2019; Mittal & Richards, 2019; Mindaleva et al., 2020). This larger flux1595

enables larger, longer CFB eruptions over a large distributed region rather than the1596

formation of a single surface volcano and associated upper crustal conduit system.1597
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Although our primary argument for a multiply-connected magma reservoir model1598

is observational (to match eruptive tempo constraints), there are also physical reasons1599

why we may expect this magmatic architecture to dominate over single large well-1600

mixed magma reservoir structure. Firstly, it is physically challenging (from a ther-1601

modynamics standpoint) to sustain large well mixed magma bodies and studies on1602

modern magmatic systems are increasingly illustrating that magma bodies typically1603

have a large mush zone (Marsh, 2013; Cooper, 2015). Even for a high, spatially local-1604

ized, mantle flux region such as Hawaii, the presence of magmatic mushes and multple1605

distinct magma bodies is clear from a combination of geophysical and geochemical1606

datasets (Marsh, 2013; Wright & Marsh, 2016; Wieser et al., 2020; A. N. Anderson et1607

al., 2020; C. A. Neal et al., 2019). Thus, it is difficult to have a large thermally viable1608

well mixed single magma reservoir. Secondly, CFBs are associated with a high (poten-1609

tially comparable to Hawaii, Iceland) melt flux over a large distributed region rather1610

than a very small localized region. Thus, from a vertical melt transport perspective,1611

it is natural to establish a large set of individual magma bodies. The establishment1612

of a single magma reservoir is thus a potentially subsequent step in the system’s evo-1613

lution rather than a starting setup. Our analysis suggests that the conditions for this1614

merger are typically not established for Phanerozoic CFBs. This challenge is further1615

exacerbated by that fact that it is easier to erupt smaller magma bodies with magma1616

recharge compared to large magma bodies that require sufficient buoyancy overpres-1617

sure. Finally, as discussed in Paper I and clearly illustrated by the Deccan dike dataset,1618

pre-existing tectonic structures play a signficant role in facilitating initial magma as-1619

cent to the surface. We thus posit, that it is very unlikely to establish regional scale1620

magma bodies across these tectonic structures since the buoyant magma would typ-1621

ically like to erupt rather than spread laterally. The one exception to this argument1622

is when a combination of far-field extensional stress, overburden stress, and hot low1623

viscosity crust promotes melt accumulation during Stage 3 (e.g, sills in the McMurdo1624

Dry Valleys,(Marsh, 2004)).1625

We note that we do not expect that the magmatic architecture of each CFB1626

will be the same. Variations in plume composition, crustal and lithospheric struc-1627

ture and composition, and background tectonics all play a critical role in determining1628

the magmatic plumbing structure of a given CFB. For instance, the eruption styles,1629

as well as the volume of silicic components, vary significantly between CFBs. The1630

Parana-Etendeka, Columbia River Basalts, and the Ethiopian Trap flood basalts have1631

a significant silicic component, unlike Deccan Traps and Siberian Traps (Bryan et al.,1632

2010). As described in Section 4.6 (Paper I), many CFBs are associated with large1633

sill complexes that may have fed the overlying lava flows (Muirhead et al., 2012, 2014;1634

Elliot & Fleming, 2018; Coetzee et al., 2019; Magee, Ernst, et al., 2019) and facili-1635

tated both long-distance lateral magma transport (Leat, 2008; Magee, Muirhead, et1636

al., 2016) as well as magma transport vertically through the sill complex (Angkasa et1637

al., 2017; Svensen et al., 2018; Galland et al., 2019; Magee, Ernst, et al., 2019).1638

Nevertheless, our results suggest that all these systems still need some form of1639

a multiply-connected magmatic system to match constraints on the eruptive tempo1640

and volume of individual eruptive episodes. In this work, we have exclusively focused1641

on Continental Flood Basalts and not discussed their oceanic counterparts, such as1642

the Ontong Java Plateau. Due to the different crustal structure (e.g., <7 km ini-1643

tial thickness) and crustal rheology, we anticipate that the magmatic architecture of1644

the oceanic Large Igneous Provinces are very different (Karlstrom & Richards, 2011).1645

Without additional geochronological, geophysical, and volcanological constraints for1646

these systems, it is difficult to ascertain how similar eruptive episodes for oceanic LIPs1647

are to CFBs (e.g., Kerr et al., 1997; Geldmacher et al., 2014; Pietsch & Uenzelmann-1648

Neben, 2015; Hochmuth et al., 2015; Sager et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019; C. R. Neal1649

et al., 2019, and references therein). Thus, we can not rule out the possibility that1650

oceanic LIPs are erupted from large magma reservoirs with long hiatus. Nevertheless,1651
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the prevalence of magma transport, storage, and differentiation over a range of crustal1652

depths in multiple Oceanic Plateaus suggests a potentially transcrustal magmatic sys-1653

tem (Tejada et al., 2002; Fitton & Godard, 2004; Reekie et al., 2019; van Gerve et al.,1654

2020).1655

6.2 Testing the proposed CFB model1656

Our proposed CFB magmatic architecture model is principally based on observa-1657

tions from the Deccan Traps, particularly the Western Ghats region (Section 3, Paper1658

I). Thus, additional high-precision geochronology and paleomagnetic datasets from1659

other parts of the Deccan Traps, especially the Central Deccan region, would be very1660

useful to better constrain the volume, number, and hiatus intervals between individual1661

eruptive episodes. Additionally, improved constraints on the eruptive tempo - dura-1662

tion, flux rate, and frequency of eruptive episodes for other CFBs would help assess if1663

our conceptual model is generally applicable or not.1664

Another useful test for our proposed model would be a combined analysis of lava1665

flow geochemistry (major, minor, trace element & isotopic compositions, petrology,1666

diffusion timescales), paleo-secular variation, and flow morphology in a single strati-1667

graphic section with high precision Ar-Ar flow dates. Such an analysis would help1668

temporally constrain the timescale for intra-flow variations as well as the eruptive1669

rates and eruption frequency. In particular, differences in isotopic and geochemical1670

compositions can be used to directly constrain the timescale of magma mixing, frac-1671

tionation, and the input of more deep-seated melt flux/fluids between eruptive events.1672

A similar analysis for a spatially extensive single physically traced flow unit (Vye-1673

Brown, Gannoun, et al., 2013) will help test how homogeneous individual eruptive1674

units are and if that is consistent with a multiply connected magmatic architecture.1675

Finally, we expect that the pattern of deformation due to recharge and eruption of1676

an interconnected magma reservoir network will be different compared to a single large1677

upper crustal magma reservoir. This topographic difference may impact the pattern1678

of lava flow distribution and the spatial coverage of individual lava flows. Also, on1679

a more local scale, the pattern of deformation may manifest itself in 5-50 km scale1680

changes in relative elevation of a single flow as well as changes in flow morphology due1681

to changes in slope (Bondre & Hart, 2008; Richardson & Karlstrom, 2019). At present,1682

these variations are challenging to discern given the limited datasets and complexities1683

associated with inflated sheet lobe formation (Vye-Brown, Self, & Barry, 2013; Rader1684

et al., 2017). However, systematic studies can potentially help distinguish between1685

single vs. multiple magma chamber models. Additionally, recent studies (O’Hara et1686

al., 2019; Karlstrom et al., 2018) have illustrated that magmatic systems may imprint1687

a strong signature on the overlying landscape with regards to the surface topography1688

and erosion rates. We thus posit that a careful topographic analysis of CFBs may help1689

constrain the structure of the shallow magmatic system.1690

6.3 Quantitative model of CFB magmatism1691

In this study, we use a set of idealized models (Section 2) to constrain the con-1692

ditions required for CFB eruptive episodes. However, to self-consistently calculate1693

how the eruptive tempo varies throughout a CFB event, a full thermo-chemo-physical1694

model is required both for the crust and the plume associated lithospheric evolution1695

(Black & Gibson, 2019; Dessai et al., 2020). Our results illustrate that such a model1696

needs to have a few key features. Firstly, the magmatic system should be comprised1697

of a multi-level network of small-medium sized magma bodies which interact through1698

crustal thermo-poro-visco-elastic processes (e.g., Taron et al., 2009; Liao et al., 2018;1699

Mittal & Richards, 2019; Beinlich et al., 2020) as well as direct recharge of melt1700

and volatiles and their associated evolution (Snyder & Tait, 1995; Montagna et al.,1701
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2015; Papale et al., 2017; Calogero et al., 2020). It is also essential to account for1702

pre-existing tectonic structures and specific crustal properties since these strongly in-1703

fluence the location of magma bodies and their ability to ascend (e.g., presence or1704

absence of a sedimentary basin). One should also include non-magmatic stresses due1705

to uplift from the mantle plume head, continental rifting, and surface loading by lava1706

flows (Hieronymus & Bercovici, 2001; Saunders et al., 2007; Karlstrom et al., 2009;1707

Rooney et al., 2014; McGovern et al., 2015; Tibaldi, 2015; Blanchard et al., 2017;1708

Ernst et al., 2019).1709

Secondly, the importance of magmatic volatiles for the eruptibility of a magma1710

reservoir suggests that processes associated with magmatic fluid transport in the mag-1711

matic mush and the crust are critical (Mittal & Richards, 2019; Lamy-Chappuis et1712

al., 2020). Additionally, influx or outflux of just the magmatic vapor phase can sig-1713

nificantly affect the thermochemical properties of the magma reservoir (e.g., Marsh &1714

Coleman, 2009; Caricchi et al., 2018). Since magma reservoirs likely have spatially1715

variable amounts of melt, crystals and exsolved volatiles along with various layered1716

and banded structures (e.g., Jerram et al., 2018, and references therein), it is challeng-1717

ing to model the volatile transport and mechanical response adequately with a volume1718

averaged approximation and a single rheology (Marsh, 1996; Hildreth & Wilson, 2007;1719

Bachmann & Bergantz, 2008; Marsh, 2013; Sparks et al., 2019; Carrara et al., 2019;1720

Burgisser et al., 2020; Carrara et al., 2020). To accurately model the visco-elastic1721

rheological response of a magma reservoir, it also important to consider changes in1722

crustal assimilant due to thermal and fluid-driven metamorphic reactions (Aarnes et1723

al., 2012). Lavecchia, Clark, et al. (2016) showed that depending on the P-T condi-1724

tions, crustal strength in the proximity of the magmatic bodies could both increase1725

and decrease along with changes in crustal density. Since a CFB event is associated1726

with a large crustal-scale thermo-chemical perturbation, these processes are important1727

to model the temporal evolution of the magmatic system (Lavecchia, Beekman, et al.,1728

2016).1729

Finally, our results and observations suggest that a quantitative CFB model1730

should include some mechanisms for visco-elastoplastic crustal deformation and the1731

formation of shear zones/ductile fracture/two-phase flow channelization instabilities1732

(Colón et al., 2019; Schmeling et al., 2018, 2019; Mindaleva et al., 2020; Beinlich et1733

al., 2020). This introduces significant model complexity and high numerical resolution1734

(Calogero et al., 2020). However without such processes, it is challenging to transport1735

melt from lower crustal magma reservoirs into the upper crust without a long time1736

hiatus. Since, we do not find evidence for such hiatuses in the Deccan Traps and other1737

CFBs (Section 3.2 - 3.5, Paper I), we contend that a realistic flood basalt model should1738

include, either directly or in a parametrized form, some non-tensile failure mechanisms1739

(Kjøll et al., 2019).1740

7 Conclusions1741

Continental flood basalt provinces (CFB) are some of the largest magmatic events1742

in Earth’s history and are typically associated with global-scale environmental pertur-1743

bations (Clapham & Renne, 2019). Individual eruptive episodes for CFBs have lava1744

volumes much larger than any modern-day counterpart. The commonly accepted1745

model to explain this observation is that individual eruptive episodes are fed by cor-1746

respondingly large magma reservoirs that erupt due to buoyancy overpressure (Black1747

& Manga, 2017, see Section 2, Paper I). However, it is difficult to validate this model1748

due to the lack of surface exposure of these hypothesized magma bodies. In this set1749

of two papers, we use constraints, both direct (geochronology; paleo-secular variation)1750

and indirect (Hg chemostratigraphy; lava flow morphology), on the eruptive tempo of1751

the Deccan Traps flood basalt province to show that the observations do not match1752

the large magma reservoir model predictions (Section 3, Paper I). This conclusion is1753
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further supported by the pattern of inter- and intra-flow geochemical variations, as1754

well as the absence of a large upper crustal magma reservoir in geophysical datasets1755

(Section 4, 5, and 6; Paper I).1756

Using a set of simplified magma reservoir mechanical models and 1D thermal1757

calculations (Section 3 & 4), we find that the most plausible crustal plumbing system of1758

CFBs is a multiply connected magmatic architecture with small-medium sized magma1759

reservoirs (3-10 km semi-major axis, each a few hundred km3 in volume). Individual1760

eruptions are fed from a stochastic network of connected magma reservoirs, and this1761

setup can help explain the eruptive flux, duration, and frequency of individual eruptive1762

episodes. We propose that these small magma reservoirs are distributed throughout the1763

crust and erupt due to recharge associated overpressure (for upper and middle crust).1764

In contrast, buoyancy, along with non-tensile failure mechanisms, are responsible for1765

the development of a vertically extended, but spatially limited, melt transport network1766

in the lower crust. Based on these results, we propose an updated conceptual model1767

for continental flood basalt volcanism.1768

We find observational constraints from other CFBs, especially the Columbia1769

River Basalts and Siberian Traps, to support our proposed model. In particular, that1770

most of the CFBs show similar geochemical variations as the Deccan Traps strongly1771

suggests a multiple magma reservoir magmatic architecture. Our study provides a1772

framework to combine various disparate observations with theoretical calculations and1773

can be used with future measurements for the Deccan Traps and other CFBs to both1774

test and refine our model. A better understanding of the CFB magmatic architecture1775

is critical for making quantitative predictions for the rate of volatile release (CO2 and1776

SO2) during eruptions as well as the volume that is passively degassed. These inputs,1777

along with magma volume flux and duration of individual eruptive episodes, are criti-1778

cal for quantitatively assessing the environmental consequences of flood basalt events1779

and comparing with paleo-climate proxy observations (Self et al., 2006; Schmidt et al.,1780

2016; Glaze et al., 2017; Suarez et al., 2019; Hull et al., 2020).1781

8 Tables1782

Table 1: Summary of characteristic timescale for the magma reservoir model and1783

the thermo-chemical box model.1784

Timescale Expression

tMaxwell
ηcrβ̃s

Kcr

tflux
4dresa

2
cbc

ab3
ηresβ̃s

Kcr

trepres
πa2cbcβ̃sρres

ΩKcr
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[
3ηcr,1(1−ν)
Kcr(1+ν)

](
R2

R1

)3

tR,relax compress tR,spherical shell/(1 + βα)
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tcfill V/Q0

tccool ε0V
(∮

res
q(∆T )dA
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Table 1: Summary of characteristic timescale for the magma reservoir model and the
thermo-chemical box model.
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